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I lA IN B RIE F • 
FOUNDED IN 1974 

ITA has 50 Member Nations and 290 Affiliate 
Members. 

The ai ms of ITA are to encourage planning of 
the subsurface and to promote advances in 
the preparatory investigations for tunnels and 
in the design, construction and maintenance 
of tunnels by bringing together information 
thereon and by studying questions related 
thereto. 

The Association fulfils its mission: 
• by facilitating the exchange of information 
among its members 
• by holding public or other meetings 
• by organising and coordinating studies and 
experiments 
• by publishing proceedings, reports and 
documents. 

AFRIQUE DU SUD· SOUTH AFRICA • South African National Council on 
Tunnelling .6+27-116481876 

ALGÉRIE· ALGERIA· Ministère des Travaux Publics .6+213-2851837 

ALLEMAGNE • GERMANY • Deutscher Ausschuss für Unterirdisches 
Bauen, .6 +49-2215979550, A.Haack@stuva.de 

ARABIE SAOUDITE· SAUDI ARABIA • Ministry of Communications, .6 
+966-1 4029436 

ARGENTINE • ARGENTINA • Association Argentina de Ingeneria de 
Tuneles, .6+54-11 49512293, issanoner@arnet.com.ar 

AUSTRALIE· AUSTRALIA • Australian Underground Construction & Tun
nelling Association , .6+61-733671422 

AUTRICHE • AUSTRIA • Austrian National Committee of ITA, .6+43-
15041596 

BELGIQUE· BELGIUM • Association Belge des Techniques et de l'Urba
nisme Souterrain, .6+32-22873144, willy.delathauwer@vici.fgov.be 

BRÉSIL. BRAZIL • Brazilian Tunnelling Committee, .6+55-112687325, 
cbtabms@uol.com.br 

BULGARIE· BULGARIA • Geotechnim-SVS, .6+359-29526080 

CANADA • Tunnelling Association of Canada, .6 +1-4164457107, 
bruce.ripley@bchydro.bc.ca 

CHINE· CHINA· China Civil Engineering Society, .6 +86-18393953 

COLOMBIE • COLOMBIA • Comité Colombiano de Tûneles, 1D+57-
12856715, ingelec@impsat.net.co 

CORÉE· KOREA • Korean Tunnelling Association , .6+82-25467141 

DANEMARK • DENMARK • Danish Society for Tunnels & Underground 
Works, .6+45-43960055, jlo@carlbro.dk 

EGYPTE • EGYPT • Egyptian Tunnelling Society, .6+20-25787662, 
ets@thewayout.net 

ESPAGNE· SPAIN· Asociaci6n Espaiiola de Tûneles y Obras Subterrà
neas, .6+34-91 5233683, aetos@caminos.recol.es 

ÉTATS-UNIS D'AMÉRIQUE. USA · American Underground Construction 
Association , .6+1-61 28258944 , underground@auca.org , 

FINLANDE · FINLAND • Finnish Tunnelling Association , .6+358-9467927, 
Jouko.Ritola@vlt.fi 

FRANCE • Association Française des Travaux en Souterrain, .6+33-
14764 7588, contact@aftes.asso.fr 

GRÈCE . GREECE • Greek Tunnelling Society, .6+30-15239647, M.Stavro
poulou@mechan.ntua.gr 

HONGRIE • HUNGARY • Association for Utilization of the Subsurface 
Space, .6+36-11 556182, nI3250gre@ella.l1u 

INDE · INDIA· Central Board of Irrigation and Power, .6 + 91-1 13016347, 
cbip@nda.vsal.net.in 
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L'AilES EN B R E F 

FONDÉE EN 1974 

L'AITES compte 50 Nations Membres et 290 
Membres Affiliés. 

Les buts de l'AITES sont d'encourager l'étude de 
l'utilisation et de l'aménagement du sous-sol et 
de promouvoir les progrès dans les reconnais
sances préalables, la conception, la construction 
et l'entretien des tunnels en rassemblant les infor
mations ainsi qu'en étudiant les questions qui s'y 
rapportent. 

L'Association remplit sa mission 
• en facilitant l'échange d'informations entre ses 
membres 
• en organisant des réunions publiques ou non 
• en organisant et en coordonnant des études et 
des expérimentations 
• en publiant des comptes rendus, rapports et 
documents. 

ISLANDE • ICELAND • Icelandic Tunnelling Society, .6+354-5622332, 
hrh@vegag.is 
IRAN · Iran Tunnelling Association , h +98-21601 4828 

ISRAEL· Inter Ministerial Committee .6+972-26223058 
ITALIE. ITALY • Società Italiana Gallerie .6+39-026599758 
JAPON • JAPAN • Japan Tunnelling Society, .6+81-335536145, 
jta@sepia.ocn.ne.jp 
LESOTHO. Lesotho Tunnelling Society, .6 +266-310005 
MALAISIE • MALAYSIA • The Institution of Engineers, Malaysia .6+603-
7577678, keith@mtdcap.com 
MAROC. MOROCCO • Association Marocaine des Travaux en Souterrain, .6 
+212-2301 550 
MEXIQUE. MEXICO. Asociaci6n Mexicana de Ingenieria de Tûneles y Obras 
Subterràneas, .6+52-56062323 
NORVÈGE. NORWAY • Norsk Forening for Fjellsprengningsteknikk (NFF), .6+47-
67565533 , postmaster@nfLno 
NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE. NEW ZEALAND • Works Consultancy Services Ltd , .6 
+64-44733017 
PAYS-BAS. NETHERLANDS • Tunnelling and Underground Works Division of Kivi, 
.6+31-30899608, vor@betonvereniging.nl 
POLOGNE. POLAND • Podkomitet Budownictwa Podziemnego, .6 +48-22264291 
PORTUGAL . Sociedade Portuguesa de Geotecnia, .6+351-18478187, 
jas@dec.us.pt 
RÉPUBLIQUE TCHÈQUE . CZECH REPUBLIC • Czech Tunnelling Committee, 
.6+420-2875152, matzner@metrostav.cz 
ROUMANIE • ROMANIA • Association Roumaine des Tunnels , .6 +40-
13127780, vfierbin@pcnet.pcnet.ro 
ROYAUME-UNI • UNITED KINGDOM • British Tunnelling Society, .6 +44-
1717991325, bts@ice.org.uk 
RUSSIE . RUSSIA. Russian Tunnelling Association , .6+7-0952073276, rus_tun
nel@mtu·net.ru 
SINGAPOUR . SINGAPORE. Tunnelling and Underground Construction Socie
ty, .6+65-7921650, cjzhao@ntu.edu.sg 
SLOVAQUIE . SLOVAKIA • Siovak Tunnelling Association, .6+421-745523103, 
terraprojekt@gtinet.sk 
SLOVÉNIE . SLOVENIA • Siovenian National Committee on Tunnel Constnuction 
and Underground Stnuctures, .6+386-61224105 
SUÈDE • SWEDEN • BK Swedish Rock Constnuction Committee, .6+46-
86111091, nordmark@bergsprangningskommilten.a.se 
SUISSE . SWITZERLAND • Groupe Spécialisé pour les Travaux Souterrains, .6 
+41-137201 97, peter. teuscher@blsat.ch 
THAl LANDE • THAl LAND • ITA Thai Nation Member, .6+66-25245509 
TURQUIE . TURKEY • Turkish Road Association Erer SA, .6+90-216 3857361, 
every@superonline.com 
UKRAINE. Ukrmetrotunelbud Corporations, i(l.t38-0442284997 
VENEZUELA · Socvenos, 1D+58-12082620 
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EDITORIAl 

1 TA has just elected a new 
Executive Council, inclu 

ding the 10th ITA president. 
After seven Europeans and 
two North Americans, the 
new president is the first 
one from a developing 
country and the new EC 
composition includes a 
worldwide representation. 
As elections are al ways 
appropriate occasions to 
reflect on present status 
and future perspectives, 
what can be drawn from the 
last ITA elections? Presently, ITA seems 
comfortably consolidated among 
developed countries, but also including 
relevant presence in ail continents. 
During the last 27 years, ITA was born, 
grew and established itself, gathering ail 
kind of tunnelling professionals and dis
seminating tunnelling information, know
ledge and technology. From now on, it is 
time to expand, to reach further points in 
the globe. It is time to consolidate ITA 
where it is present but our objectives are 
not fulfilled and to reach countries and 
peoples that need underground solutions 
for improving living conditions. These 
goals impose to ITA two major chal
lenges. First, ITA has to turn from a volun
teer to a professional-based association. 
The first step was made by the General 
Assembly, approving the secretariat 
moving to Lausanne, including a stronger 
professional support. The second chal
lenge involves ail ITA segments. Sprea
ding tunnelling everywhere for the benefit 
of mankind requires dissemination of 
information, knowledge and technology, 
but also requires confidence in under
ground solutions and financing. For that, 
our Workings Groups, World Tunnel 
Congress and sponsored symposia, and 
communication tools (Tribune, TU ST and 
website) have to be effective and effi
cient. Finally, planner and decision 
makers have to be persuaded and more 
involved, and financing , including risk 
management, has to be clarified and 
available. These challenges are major 
tasks, but they will be overcome for the 
good ITA, spreading ITA objectives and 

1 ' AITES vient juste d'élire 
Lson nouveau bureau et son 
1 Oème Président. Après 7 prési
dents européens et deux 
nord-américains, le nouveau 
président est le premier repré
sentant d'un pays en voie de 
développement et le nouveau 
bureau est composé de repré
sentants du monde entier. 
Comme les élections sont tou
jours une occasion de faire le 
point sur la situation présente 
et d'évoquer les perspectives 
futures, quels enseignements 

peut-on tirer des dernières élections? A 
l'heure actuelle, l'AITES semble bien implan
tée dans les pays développés, tout en ayant 
une représentativité sur tous les continents. 
Durant les 27 dernières années, l'AITES est 
née, a grandi, s'est développée, regroupant 
toutes les catégories de professionnels du 
monde des travaux souterrains et a diffusé 
l'information, le savoir et la technologie. Main
tenant, il est temps de se développer, d'at
teindre d'autres lieux du globe. Il est temps 
de consolider l'AITES là où elle est présente 
mais où nos objectifs ne sont pas remplis et 
d'atteindre les pays et les personnes qui ont 
besoin d'aller en souterrain pour améliorer 
leurs conditions de vie. Ces buts imposent à 
l'AITES deux défis majeurs. D'abord, l'AITES 
doit passer d'une association de bénévoles à 
une association de professionnels. Le premier 
pas a été fait par l'Assemblée Générale qui a 
approuvé le transfert du secrétariat vers Lau
sanne, ce qui apportera un meilleur support 
professionnel. Le deuxième défi implique l'en
semble de l'Association. La diffusion de l'utili
sation du soous-sol à large échelle pour le 
bénéfice de l'humanité, nécessite la dissémi
nation de l ' information, du savoir et de la 
technologie, mais nécessite également la 
confiance dans les solutions en souterrain et 
leur financement. Pour cela, nos Groupes de 
Travail, nos congrès mondiaux et séminaires, 
et nos outils de communication (Tribune, 
TUST et le site web) doivent être opération
nels et efficaces. Enfin, les urbanistes et les 
décideurs doivent être convaincus et plus 
impliqués; le financement, incluant la gestion 
des risques, doit être clarifié et disponible. 
Ces défis sont des tâches majeures; ils 
doivent être surmontées pour la diffusion 

goals everywhere, "towards 
an improved use of the 
underground space" . 

Prof. Andre P. Assis 
de l'objet de l'AITES « vers 
un meilleur usage de l'espace 

President of ITA 
Président de l'AITES 
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souterrain » . 
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2001 GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

The In ternational Tunnelling Association held its twenty 
seventh annual meeting in Milan from 10 to 13 June, in 
conjunction with the World Tunnel Congress 2001 organi
zed by the Italian and Swiss Tunnelling Societies (SIG and 
STS). The meetings were attended by representatives, 
delegates, observers and working group members from 39 
of the 50 Member Nations of the Association. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The Association has registered the membership of 25 new 
Affiliate Members (6 Corporate Members and 19 Individual 
Members), taking the total to 50 Member Nations and 290 
Affiliate Members (93 Corporate Members and 197 
Individual Members) taking into account radiations and 
resignations. 

L 'Association Internationale des Travaux en Souterrain a 
organisé sa vingt-septième réunion annuelle à Milan du 10 
au 13 Juin 2001, en liaison avec le World Tunnel Congress 
2001, organisé par les sociétés italienne et suisse des tra
vaux en souterrain, SIG et GTS. Elle a réuni des représen
tants, délégués, observateurs et membres des Groupes de 
Travail de 39 des 50 Nations Membres de l 'Association. 

NOUVEAUX MEMBRES 

L'Association a enregistré l'adhésion de 25 nouveaux 
Membres Affiliés (6 Membres Collectifs et 19 Membres Indi
viduels), ce qui porte le nombre total des Nations Membres 
à 50 et le nombre d'Affiliés à 290 (93 Membres Collectifs et 
197 Membres Individuels) compte tenu des démissions et 
des radiations. 

NEW EXECUTIVE COUNCIL - NOUVEAU BUREAU EXECUTIF 

A. Assis Brazil President 
A.M.Muir Wood United Kingdom Honorary President 
A. Haack Germany Past President 
H. Parker USA Vice-President 
K. S0rbraten Norway Vice-President 
J.P. Godard France Past Vice-President 
J. Hess Czech Republic Pa st Vice-President 
C. Berenguier Secretary General 

COMMUNICATION 

Tribune: Last year 4 issues of TRIBUNE were published 
including focuses on Italy, Singapore, the Siovak republic, 
Switzerland, the Czech republic countries. The average cir
culation has been around 2,700 copies per issue. 

Tunnelling and Underground Space Technology: ln the fif
teenth volume of TUST, 44 papers representing 23 countries 
were published. Two reports from ITW WGs Research and 
Subsurface Planning were published. Over the next year, 
TUST will publish several reports by WGs. 

Web Site: The Association has had a web site since 1998. 
During the year 2000, the site received 600 000 successful 
requests (135 000 read pages) from 15 000 people coming 
tram 85 countries. The site is updated on average 10 times 
a year and new topics have been added , specifically 
concerning Tribune and the forum for Member Nations and 
Working Groups. The most visited pages are the glossary, 
the focuses and Tribune. Forums for the Working Groups 
have been implemented. 

Glossary: A first version of the glossary has been imple
mented on the web. This is a provisional version and wi ll 
be completed during the coming year. 
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N. Bulychev Russia 
A. Nordmark Sweden 
J. McKelvey South Africa 
K. Ono Japan 
G. Ash Australia 
H. Oud Netherlands 
J. Zhao Singapore 

COMMUNICATION 

Tribune: L'année dernière, quatre numéros de Tribune ont 
été publiés comprenant des focus sur l'Italie, Singapour, la 
Slovaquie, la Suisse et la République Tchèque. La distribu
tion a été de 2 700 exemplaires par numéro. 

Tunnelling and Underground Space Technology: Dans le 
volume 15, 44 articles d'auteurs représentant 23 pays ont été 
publiés. Deux rapports de l'AITES ont été publiés en prove
nance des groupes de travail Recherche et Utilisation du 
sous-sol . L'année prochaine de nombreux rapports des 
groupes de travail seront publiés. 

Site Internet: L'Association dispose depuis 1998 d'un site 
internet. En 2000, le site a reçu 600 000 requêtes réussies 
(135 000 pages lues) en provenance de 15 000 personnes 
et de plus de 85 pays. Le site est mis à jour en moyenne 10 
fois par an et de nouvelles rubriques ont été ajoutées 
notamment en ce qui concerne Tribune et les forums des 
Nations membres et des Groupes de Travail. Les pages les 
plus souvent visitées sont celles dédiées au glossaire, aux 
focus sur les différents pays, et à Tribune. Des forums pour 
les groupes de travail ont été mis en place. 

Glossaire: Une première version du glossaire a été mise en 
place sur le site internet. Celle-ci est encore provisoire et 
sera complétée pendant l'année à venir 
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2001 GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

OPEN SESSION 

The topic chosen this year for the ITA Open Session was 
was "Risk assessment for project financing".This topic is a 
major con cern for the underground works industry. Five 
speakers treated the subject from different points of view: 
legal aspects, roles of the public and private sectors, dea
ling with geological risks, relations between economic fea
sibility and project financing. It was followed by a round 
table and an extended discussion . The session gathered 
more than 300 participants. The proceedings of this ses
sion will be published in the next issue of Tribune at the 
occasion of an issue dealing with project financing. 

NEXT ANNUAL MEETINGS 

• Sydney (Australia) from March 2 to 7 2002 during the ITA
AITES 2002 World Tunnel Congress "DownUnder" organi
zed by Australia with the participation of Singapore 

• Amsterdam (Netherlands) from April 14 to 17 du ring the 
ITA-AITES 2003 World Tunnel Congress "(Re)claiming the 
Underground space"organised by the Netherlands. 

• Singapore in May 2004 on the invitation of the 
Singaporean National Group 

- Il A DO WNUNDER 

SEANCE PUBLIQUE 

Le thème retenu cette année pour la séance publique de 
l'AITES a été "Evaluation des risques pour le financement 
des projets". Ce thème est particulièrement important pour 
la profession des travaux souterrains. Cinq orateurs ont trai
té divers aspects de cette question: aspects légaux, rôles 
respectifs des secteurs publics et privés, prise en compte 
du risque géologique, relations entre faisabilité économique 
et financement des projets. Une table ronde et une intense 
discussion ont suivi. La session a réuni plus de 300 partici
pants. Les actes de cette session seront publiés dans le 
prochain numéro de Tribune à l'occasion d'un numéro 
consacré au financement de projet. 

PROCHAINES REUNIONS 

• Sydney (Australie) du 2 au 7 mars 2002 lors du Congrès 
Mondial des Tunnels ITA-AITES "DownUnder 2002" organi
sé par l'Australie avec le concours de Singapour 

• Amsterdam (Pays-Bas) du 14 au 17 avril 2003 lors du 
Congrès Mondial des Tunnels ITA-AITES "(Re)claiming the 
Underground Space' organisé par les Pays-Bas. 

• Singapour en Mai 2004 à l'invitation du groupe national 
singapourien. 

28th ITA Genera l Assembly and 
WorldTunnel Congress 

• The 
Institution 

of Engineers, 
Australia 

o 

2 - 8 March,2002 
Sydney Convention & Exhibit ionCentle, 
Sydney Australia 

wwwtourhosts.com.au/ita2002 

The Australian Undergr ound Construction and Tunnelling 
Association (AUCT A) is hosting and organising this 28th 
Congr ess. AUCTA is sponsor ed by The Institution of 
Engineers, Australia and the Australasian Institute of 
Mining and Metallurg y. The planning process, already 
underwa y, will produce a strong and diverse program 
covering a range of topics rele vant to our theme -
'Modern Tunnels - Challenges and Solutions'. 

The program will combine plenar y sessions. working 
groups and ITA General Assembl y. 

C ALL FOR P APERS DEADLINES 

Abstract Submission Closed 

5 November 200 1: 
Deadline for Submisslon of Full P aper 5 







WORKING GROUPS REPORT 

S ixteen representatives from fourteen countries 
attended the Working Group's meeting. 

1 would like to start off with a reminder that the year 
2000 was marked by the loss of two loyal members 
of the group, Virgil Fierbinteanu from Romania and 
Birger Schmidt form the United States, who passed 
away due to illness. 1 wou Id like to paya deep tribu
te to them on behalf of the group and the ITA com
munity. 

ln Durban, the group presented its report to the Exe-

1 

cutive Committee on the design of lining in tunnels 
excavated by TBM. This text has been published in 
the form of a guide in volume 15 of TUST, n03. 

l
in Milan, the group agreed on the final version of its 
report on designing earthquake-resistant under
ground structures. This report has been submitted to 
the Executive Committee and any corrections will be 
made next September. So, it cou Id be published for 
the end of 2001 . The group wishes to use TUST as 
the publish ing medium. 

Now that these two important stages have been rea
ched, the group wil l be able to concentrate on com
pleting its report on settlement caused by tunnel 

The ITA working group on contractual practices met 
on 10 May 2001. Twenty representatives from 13 

different countries attended the meeting. 

Mr. Joseph Huse has resigned as animateur of the 
group. The group gratefully acknowledged the contri 
bution of Joseph to the group over the years and 
regretfully accepted his resignation . Wynand Maartens 
from South Africa was elected as animateur and 
Arnold Dix from Australia as vice-animateur of the 
group. 

Work on the glossary continued with in this group. A list 
of 500 words with definit ions was handed out to ail 
members of the group for final comments before the 
end of July 2001 . This list will then be handed over to 
the Secretary for verification and possible inclusion on 
the web. 
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excavation and continue working on its global analy
sis of risks linked to underground construction . On 
the other hand, the subject which was scheduled in 
Sao Paolo on the choice of safety margins has been 
put on hold for now due to a lack of serious commit
ment from its co-ordinator. 

On a more general note, the group proposes impro
ving its capacity to inform the international commu
nit y by, in the future, writing up more compilations 
based on national contribution, put into perspective 
by a preface of four to five pages written by the 
group. 

Last ly, the group plans to use a university course to 
compile data on settlement witnessed on site, with 
the aim of validating improvements made on recent 
sites as regards settlement reduction . This work, in 
the first place, will involve perfect ing the structure of 
a database. Secondly, the base would be fed with 
data already avai lable from member groups and 
thirdly, it would be approved by the ITA as a recom
mended model and released in country members. If 
th is project is to reach term, it wil l depend on ITA 
financial support. This point wil l be discussed in 
greater depth after the summer. 

Two documents will be loaded on the working group's 
private forum, after the Congress. Firsly the draft com
ments on the three new FIDIC's standard forms of 
contract. This document was presented last year in 
South Africa, and final comments on this document 
must be submitted before the end of August 2001. 
This document should be ready for approval by the 
next meeting of the group in Australia. 

The second document to be loaded on the Working 
Group 's private forum is a draft paper on the evalua
tion of tenders for consulting engineers and contrac
tors. Final comments on th is document must also be 
provided before the end of August 2001 . 

The working group also discussed the possibil ity of 
loading previously published documents on the web
site. The availabil ity of these documents in electron ic 
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CO~ITRACTUAL PRACTICES 
format will be investigated , and if available, loaded on 
the site. 

The future and possible expanded role of the group 
was discussed in detail. Three possible topics were 
considered and agreed on , and draft papers on these 
topics will be prepared by members of the group, and 
presented to the Working Group at the next meeting in 
Australia. 

The first paper will cover: Alternative financing options 
available to clients. 

Secondly: Following the release of the final report of 
the World Commission on Dams: Dams and Develop
ment in November 2000 our group recommends that 
ITA must formally respond to this report. The World 
Commission on Dams was about dams specifically but 
many of the concepts can be generalized to ail deve
lopment projects. The core concepts addressed in the 
document namely the rights and risk approach, tho
rough options assessment, strateg ic impact assess
ment and participatory decision-making will require 
the conceptual and planning stages of project prepa-

.,.,.,e Health and Safety Working Group met once during 
1 the ITA General Assembly in Milan and agreed an ambi

tious programme of work for the coming two years. Donald 
Lamont from UK was elected Animateur of the Working 
Group, with Walter Chromy from Germany continuing as 
Vice-Animateur. Garry Ash from Australia took over as 
Tutor. 
ln total, eight representatives from seven countries atten
ded, including our Tutor. The Working Group plans to pre
sent the Executive Council with revised editions of its two 
publications on tunnelling safety. It also hopes to establish 
a database on the ITA website, of basic information on heal
th and safety legislation in member countries. 
ITA Publication "Safety in Tunnelling" 
This document, which is aimed at training tunnel workers in 
basic personal safety, was first published in English about 
ten years ago. It is a booklet which presents good and bad 
practice in a highly visual format through the use of appro
priately coloured sketches. It has since been translated into 
at least seven languages and around 50000 copies have 
been sold. Revision of the text began following the Oslo 
meeting and the Working Group plans to have the technical 
content of the revised text completed for adoption by the 
Working Group in Sydney in 2002. 
The Working Group also discussed ways in which the publi
cation of this booklet cou Id be financed. Two options for 
funding the publication were identified but and it was 
agreed to seek ad vice from the Executive Council on this 
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ration to be significantly extended . 

Specific proposais are included for national Govern
ments, civil society groups, the private sector, bi lateral 
aid agencies, multilateral development banks, export 
credit agencies, and academic and research bodies. 
The commission requested that ail interested parties 
must: 

• Review carefully and comment on the report, 

• Issue public statements of support for the approach 
proposed. 

Thirdly: A paper on the need for better management of 
underground projects will be drafted. Complex pro
jects continue to encounter a score of problems affec
ting the credibility of the management, design and 
construction , resources and the whole process. A bet
ter management approach is called for, using a variety 
of concepts and "tools". Among the latter, Partnering 
and Alliancing have been a steady appreciation as a 
way to build better relationship and results on project 
performance . 

matter. 
Database of basic information on Health and Safety Legis
lation in Member Countries. 
To assist tunnelling designers and contractors working out
side their home country, the Working Group is attempting to 
establish a database containing details of contacts from 
whom basic information on health and safety legislation and 
enforcement authorities can be obtained. It is intended to 
put this information on the ITA website. 
ITA Tunnelling Safety Guidelines 
This document was published at the London General 
Assembly in 1991. The document is intended to be of use 
in countries which do not have their own legislation and gui
dance on tunnelling safety. It is aimed at engineers and 
managers working as designers and contractors. The Wor
king Group have agreed to revise the text of this document 
and to discuss the revision in Sydney. It is hoped that by use 
of electronic communication between members a revised 
text wi ll be available for adoption by the WG in Amsterdam 
in 2003. 
Future World Tunnel Congresses and Health and Safety 
The Working Group noted with regret, that the control of 
health and safety risk does not always appear amongst the 
themes of World Tunnel Congresses. Accordingly the Wor
king Group requests the support of the Executive Council in 
proposing that future WTCs should always include this sub
ject amongst their themes. 
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Y .. SAGY, A .• OINIS 

Working group n° 4 has met two times here ln 
Mi lan with the participation of 22 people from 13 

member nations in the group: the Netherlands, Nor
way, UK, Russia, Fin land, USA, France, Czech Repu
blic, Japan, Israel , Portugal , Australia and Sweden . 
Part 1 of the Overview of Water Installations Under
ground was presented by Dr Takasaki from the Japan 
Tunnel Association , who has compiled 300 pages of 
raw data submitted by nine member nations into a 
Summary. The report which gives reference to 43 ins
tallations of Underground Water-conveyance and-sto
rage facilities has been delivered to the Executive 
Council for its approval. 
It was decided to publish as a separate report Part Il 
covering Underground Works for Landslide Stabiliza
tion. This report gives reference to 19 projects in ten 
nations and was compi led by our coordinator D. Pei la, 
from Italy. 
Considering the cost for printing and distribut ion, 
which so far has been carried by the Japan Tunnelling 
Association and the University of Torino, and the invi
tation by the Executive Counci l last Sunday, the group 
would like to ask the courtesy of the Executive Coun
cil to assist financially by having these documents 
reproduced at the Secretariat of ITA and distributed to 
Member Nations and Members of Working Group N° 4. 
To spread information about these ITA works also to 
larger groups in our tunnelling society, the group wou Id 
like approval to have them published also in TUST. For 
these purposes the original document will be sent to 
the secretariat by the end of summer this year. 
It should be added , however, that with a participation 
reaching a maximum of 10 nations out of 50 members, 
for both reports , it must be considered necessary from 
now on to look over the survey methods. 
The second major work in the group concerns Access 
Ways to Underground Facilities. The coordinators for 
this are Japan and Spain. 10 nations have submitted 
27 case descriptions on this subject. A first Draft report 
was delivered and presented by Mr Ota on behalf of Mr 
y Yuasa from the Japan Tunnell ing Association . We 
were pleased to learn that Australia and USA will also 
send in their contributions. 
It is evident that the data collected will be quite difficult 
to analyse depending on their different formats. The 
group therefore decided, that each contributor should 
be asked to add to their submitted data an explanato
ry text informing if there are any regu lat ions or norms 
to follow in their country and if so, on what level does 
th is responsibility occur or- alternatively, if such norms 
are non-existant and perhaps planned for the future. 
We shall await whith thanks to the coord inators Messrs 
Junca-Ubierna and Y. Yusa, a developed version to be 
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presented at our meeting in Sydney. 

Last year we reported on a joint cooperation between 
WGs 4, 13 and 15. The objective being to cover the 
wider concept of subsurface utilization including rea
sons for going underground such as direct and indirect 
benefits, planning, geomapping, and environmental 
and socio-economic issues. The proposed contents 
and plan of action has been approved by the Executi
ve Council. 

The objective of the cooperation with Isn is to study 
the risk factors during different phases and a number 
of identified sublevels in the implementation of an 
underground project from definition of objective till 
operation. A separate report on our meeting here in 
Milan will be given by Gerard Arends member of WG 4. 

We welcomed the participation of Prof. Ed. de Mulder, 
President of the International Union of Geological 
Sciences, an association with 220.000 members. Prof. 
Mulder expressed IUGS interest to bring closer toge
ther the geoscientif ic and land-use management 
expertise. He will send to the group a written state
ment also with some proposais for a possible coope
ration between our two associations. 

Our member from France, M Pierre Duffaut , informed 
that the word "sous-sol " (underground) now appears 
for the first time in French law and that the project Cie 
de Sol (reported on in Tribune W15) is progressing 
very weil. 

Pierre Duffaut, also informed that it was time for him to 
retire from his activities in ITA. The Animateur recogni
zed with sincere thanks his devotion and support to 
the work since the birth of Working Group N°4 in 1974. 

Finally and most important perhaps .. . 

Our Tutor, Jean.Paul Godard, expressed his satisfac
t ion with the very good work of this group over anum
ber of years. However, considering its existence for 
now 26 years and the nature of the upcoming joint 
cooperation with WGs 13 and 15, the Executive Coun
cil will propose today, Wednesday, June 13th 2001 , the 
merge of WG 4 and 13 and the creation of a new Wor
king Group W19 covering the subject of "Urban Pro
blems Underground Solutions" . In anticipation that this 
group is formally establ ished in Sydney next year, the 
An imateurs for both groups will continue current acti
vities and prepare for the change in order to continue 
their work in the new group. 

An involvement of the Associated Research Centres 
for the Urban Underground Space (ACUUS) in th is 
group is also foreseen. 
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The working group met on the afternoon of Sunday, 10 
June, and Monday, 11 June. The meetings were 

attended by 19 representatives from: the Czech Repu
blic, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, Romania, South Africa, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United States of America. 
Apart from representatives from these countries, the 
meetings were also attended by representatives of 
PIARC Working Group N°6, which is studying the Control 
of Fire and Smoke in Road Tunnels. 
The attendance by PIARC was very welcome in view of 
the study being carried out by our working group in 
association with PIARC into the Resistance of Tunnel 
Structures to fire. This joint study of fire in tunnels with 
PIARC looking at the operational aspects and ITA 100-

king at the civil engineering structural aspects is particu
larly relevant at this time following the recent and much 
publicized fire incidents at the Mont Blanc, Tauern, and 
Channel tunnels, as weil as the Great Belt Tunnel fire 
during construction . However, there have also been a 
number of other smaller and less publicised fires in tun
nels; although these may not have resulted in deaths, 
they each had specifie characteristics with respect to the 
type of fire, the behaviours of that fire and the damage 
caused to the tunnel structure. Information on these fires 
is very important to our present study. A request was 
made to the Member Nations some 12 months ago to 
supply this information, but unfortunately we had no res
ponse. We would therefore like to prevail upon you at this 
General Assembly to provide whatever information you 

Working Group 11 held two meetings in Milan invol
ving 20 individuals from 12 countries. Following an 

initiative at the 2000 conference in Durban, members of 
the working group prepared five papers on immersed 
tunnelling topics, ail of which were published in the Milan 
proceedings. 
Four technical presentations were made to the Working 
Group by participants: two case studies on the Rostock 
and Oslo Harbour Tunnels, and two technical studies on 
tunnel foundations and tunnel joint design for seismic 
conditions. 
The Working Group decided that its next task should be 
to prepare a new version of its 1997 State of the Art 
Report in time for the 2003 conference in Amsterdam. 
The new edition will both update existing material and 
include new sections on trench dredging and disposai, 
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cano We can assure you that any information of a confi
dential nature will be treated as such and wi ll not be 
publicised in any respect. As the designers and 
constructers of tunnels used by the public, we have a 
responsibi lity to make these tunnels as safe as possible. 
The results of our study wi ll fu lfil an important role in 
achieving that objective. We therefore plead with you 
through your national organisations to provide fire case 
histories to help us to produce credible results in our 
study and to assist each one of us to fu lfil our social and 
technical responsibilities. The animateur's contact details 
are given on the website. 
The Working Group is committed to producing the first 
draft of our fire study report by the time of the next ITA 
Congress in Sydney. 
We have also completed our report on the Study of 
Methods for Repair of Tunnel Lining. This has been sub
mitted to the ITA Executive Council for approval for publi
cation. 
We are now looking for a new study topic to be adopted 
at our next meeting in Sydney. The maintenance and 
repair of underground structures is a very wide ranging 
subject with many potential topics for study. However in 
order to make our work as relevant as possible to the 
needs of those organisations, who are directly involved 
or responsible for maintenance and repair, we would ask 
those organisations to contact us to make recommen
dation as to our study topic or to advise us as of any par
ticular needs, which could be incorporated in a study. 

foundations, joints, design for seismic conditions, fire, 
ventilation and inspection and maintenance. The very 
helpful communication via internet and the private Forum 
will be intensified. 
This will not only require major commitments from the 
members of the Working Group, but also external profes
sion al support to realise a professional publication. The 
preliminary estimate for the external support and for the 
publication is in the range of Euro 100.000. So one major 
activity is the raising of funding. The Working Group also 
seeks solutions for a better worldwide access to the infor
mation to be published from within ITA.. 
ln time, the Working Group hopes that the material which 
has been developed for the State of the Art Reports can 
be developed into a more comprehensive good practice 
guide on immersed tunnel design and construction . 
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,."e WG 12 meeting on Sunday 10 June from 1400 to 
1 1730, had 21 participants representing 14 countries: 

Brazil , China, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Greece, 
Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Norway, South Korea, Sweden, 
Switzerland and United Kingdom. Since the meeting in 
Durban WG 12 has focused on the three decided tasks, -
A new summary Report on the State of the Art of Sprayed 
Concrete. - A compilation of a Status Report on fire pro
tection by sprayable cementitious protective materials. -
Report on basic principles of the sprayed concrete rock 
support mechanism. The work start was delayed by the 
intention to use the web-site Private Forum as the prima
ry tool of communication. Once the limitations and advan
tages of this tool were understood, the work progressed 
via email , with the Forum being used for presentation of 
general information. The WG meeting in Milan decided to 
continue using email as the primary communication too/. 
Task 1 (State of the Art of Sprayed Concrete) has received 
contributions from 9 countries so far. Some of these are 
already complete others will need to be supplemented. 
For the quality and recognition of the final report, it is impe
rative that we get contributions from more countries. This 
is the first priority of the remaining months of this year. 
Compilation of the summary report will be done in Janua
ry and February 2002 and a draft report is planned to be 
ready for the meeting in Sydney. 
Task 2 (Fire protective sprayable cementitious materials) 
was not reported or discussed, since the task coordinator 
was not present. 
Task 3 (Shotcrete rock support mechanism) was presen
ted by Professor Koichi Ono. The draft version of some 
alternative ways of approaching the problem was discus
sed at length and a number of suggestions were made as 

WG 13 met on Sunday June 1Oth, in Milan, Italy with 
participants from 5 countries - Russia, Japan, Austria, 

France, USA. The WG worked to finalize their report on 
"Underground or Aboveground? - Making the Choice for 
Urban Mass Transit Systems" which was written based on 
an extensive set of data from a very comprehensive ques
tionnaire. 30 Transit Systems in 30 Cities in 19 countries and 
4 continents responded and there were 3 country specific 
reports. 
This data is very useful in listing key characteristics of the 
cities and transit systems surveyed and the current report 
summarizes this data in terms of the WG's task. However, 
the data also showed a wide variation in characteristics for 
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input to the ongoing analysis. It was agreed that the pri
mary purpose is to identify and describe why and how 
shotcrete works so weil as rock reinforcement. This work 
will not aim at giving direct design recommendations, but 
should be a basis for designers to better understand the 
function of shotcrete for rock support. The task is compli
cated and time consuming , but a draft report should be 
ready for the Sydney meeting. 
T. Celestino and T. Franzen proposed that WG 12 should 
start a Task 4 about lining of tunnels under ground water 
pressure, or watertight tunnel linings. This proposai was 
agreed by the WG12 meeting and Tomas Franzen was 
appointed task coordinator. The subject is wider th an what 
belongs naturally within WG12. However, this task will pri
marily deal with questions related to ground water and 
shotcrete and aspects linked to other support methods 
will only be identified for reference at this stage. Aiso com
parison of cost of different lining solutions may require 
some work on other support methods. 
The reference list on projects with permanent lining shot
crete has attracted much interest. The Japanese dele
gates agreed to continue the compilation of this list and a 
general request was made to provide further references. 
WG12 had a very productive and good meeting. It was 
emphasized at the closing that participation is open and 
that wide reaching active contributions to the agreed tasks 
is crucial for the ongoing work. The different tasks of 
WG12 are outlined in the Private Forum along with other 
general information and the meeting participants were 
requested to spread information about WG12 to as many 
as possible of potentially interested contributors. Forum 
password requests will be replied by the Animateur. 

the different systems and cities and there is also the consi
deration that the accuracy of the data is not independently 
verified. 
Accordingly, the WG is finalizing its report for presentation to 
the ITA Executive and publication in TUST. The report will 
include the data, with comments and a summary of findings 
with some general conclusions where these are possible. 
Additionally, coordination activities were continued, as 
noted in Durban to the Assembly, with the Animateurs and 
Tutors of WG 4 ("Subsurface Planning") and WG 15 ("Envi
ronment"). By cooperating in the collection of data and case 
studies, better results can be achieved with more value to 
ITA. 
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~G t4;~'Mechanized Tunnellinl!" 
Animateur: M. KANAI, :Vice An~ateur: F. AMBERG, Tuto .. : K. ONO 

KUPEERROTH F. , CARRIERI G., ~AN DE. ~ I~PE W .. RaBB INS R .. KUWAHARA S. , 
NORD G., MAIDL B .. GRANATIERI G., BORG A .. LONGCHAM P P .. LAUFFER II.. 

1. WG activity to year 2001 
As we promised at Durban last year, our report, 
"Recommendations and Guidelines for TBMs" is avai
lable now, thanks to the group member's contribution 
from Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Norway 
and Switzerland , as weil as from our Tutor, Mr. Kuwa
hara. (They can be ordered from the ITA web site: 
www.ita-aites.org) 
After the Durban meeting, we set up an e-mail commu
nication network among our group members, and the 
communication matrix, in which each member cou Id 
express his intention to contribute to any key subjects 
at issue according to his preference, experience and 
specialty, was circulated bye-mail. However 1 have to 
admit that our group activity has been a little bit slow 
due to not making the best use of our private forum, 
which we discussed here at Milan. 
Our additional activity for the last year was to respond 
to various inquiries coming in through e-mail from 
England, Shanghai, Scotland, Kuala Lumpur, Mexico 
city, Hong Kong , Seoul and Niigata. We had a total of 
eight inquiries from graduating students, engineers and 
organizations. Especially 1 hope those two graduating 
students could successfully finish their paper. 

2. WG activity at Milan 2001 
We had eighteen (18) participants from twelve (12) 
member nations, namely Austria, France, Germany, 
Italy, Japan , Lesotho, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland , United Kingdom and United States of 
America. 
The words of opening as weil as farewell from our Tutor, 
Mr. Kuwahara were fo llowed by ail members' applause. 
Then came the WG member recognition and identifica
tion with self-introduction. We spared a brief time for 
Mr. Claudio Granatieri of EFNARC to introduce his 
organization, and welcomed his participation in our WG 
before going into the main subject. 

2.1 Discussion on the Main Subject 
Our objective is to provide informative and the latest 
data basket on mechanized tunnelling. Therefore, the 
basket shou ld be digitally transparent and easily acces
sible on the web-site so that our co lleague could get 
the state-of-the-art and detailed information without 
any evaluation or recommendation from our side. In 
other words, this information should be clearly and 
neatly filed in the basket, or more precisely, the cabinet 
on the web-site. Therefore, we decided to revise the 
work plan discussed at Durban. 
ln the revised work plan, the first stage is an old but 
fundamental subject, the defin ition of TBM , reflecting 
the current trend of rapid and continuous technology 
development. And common wording is fundamental so 
that not only the group member but also our colleague 
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cou Id communicate correctly and accurately. To tackle 
this difficult subject, a sub-Group consisting of eight (8) 
WG members is formed working on "Definition of Clas
sifications of TBM Matrix to Define the Main Categories 
for Items of Interest" in the cabinet. We set a mi lestone 
date of September 30th of 2001 for the conclusion of 
the subject to expedite our main act ivity. 
The second stage is to find items and key words of 
interest in the TBM classifications, and to f ill in the 
communication matrix by February 28th of 2002. 
The third stage is to put as much as information as pos
sible into the basket by March 31 st of 2003, which wi ll 
be subsequently revised by the WG members at least 
once a year. And from this stage we need financial help 
from the Counsel to form the database on the ITA web
site at the same time to finalize our report. However at 
this moment it is too early and we can only make a 
rough estimate. 
To achieve this task, we are now aware that our priva
te forum should be activated by the animator, and that 
ail WG members shou ld keep in touch with the forum. 

2.2 Additional Activity 
As to the additional activity to respond to various inqui
ries, we decided that the animator will put those inqui
ries on the forum, and at the same time, will cali mem
bers ' attention bye-mail, hoping some of them would 
respond. The animator will take care of the response. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND GUIDELINE 
FOR TUNNEL BORING MACHINES (TBMs) 

WORKING GROUP N"14 • MECHANIZED TUNNELLING • 
INTERNATIONAL TUNNELLING ASSOCIATION 
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1 The Underground Works and the Environment Wor-
king Group met on two occasions and was atten

ded by eleven representatives from ten Member 
Nations: Austria, Denmark, France, Italy, Japan, Nor
way, South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom and the 
United States of America. 

The operational summary of the first report by the Wor
king Group has been redrafted and was reviewed at 
the second meeting . The summary after further editing 
will be passed to the Executive Council in mid July for 
their approval and for discussion on the publication. 
The Working Group considered that publication in Tri
bune wou Id give a wider circulation. 

The Working Group has sent out questionnaires to ail 
Member Nations covering : 

• Projects which have been placed underground for 
environ mental and/or sustainable development rea
sons 

• Projects whose construction or operation have affec
ted the environment 

• Projects where major environmental constraints were 
imposed during the construction 

• Projects whose design and construction has had to 
take into account major environ mental constraints 

There has been no response to date from Member 
Nations, but an excel lent response from members of 
the Working Group. Between 150 and 200 projects 
have already been identified mainly covering projects 
which have been placed underground for environ men
tal reasons. During the meetings it was agreed that we 
should concentrate on this category of projects as the 
first task and 1 will be writing again to ail Member 
Nations not represented on the Working Group 
requesting that they fi ll in that questionnaire for as 
many projects as possible. The questionnaire is only a 
single page and can be quickly filled in . We would like 
a good response from ail Member Nations. 

The major part of the meetings was set aside for pre
sentations on projects which were covered by the four 
categories in the questionnaires. There was a large 
range of projects discussed - projects which were pla
ced underground to improve the environment, to 
recreate a peaceful heritage site, to allow development 
above - projects which had affected the environment 
by contamination or other affects on the watertable -
projects through contaminated land - and projects 
where special precautions had to be taken into 
account to conserve the environ ment. 

We heard of one project where during the breeding 
season of the golden eagle, from November to June no 
open works could be carried out within 1.2km of the 
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nest. The colours of the construction equipment and 
facilities were not allowed to be red or yellow, which 
are the warning colours of the golden eagle. 

The target dates are to collect data on the first cate
gory of projects up to the end on October 2001 and to 
have a draft report for discussion at the Sydney mee
ting . 

The Working Group was kept up to date on the posi
tion on the European Unions risk assessment on the 
environmental and human hazard of using acrylamide 
grouts. The final draft report will be issued to the EU 
Committee on banned substances in July for discus
sion at their October meeting. After approval by that 
Committee it will go through the EU approval and 
publication procedures and is unlikely to be published 
until 2003. It is understood that acrylamide grouts will 
be banned in the EU , although this may not apply to 
the use of acrylamides as additives. 

The Working Group was surprised to hear that it led 
the league table on the use of the website forum. Its 
use would be improved over the coming months and it 
was planned that ail completed questionnaires would 
be placed on the forum, hopefully with a plan or pho
tograph of the project. 

The Working Group elected Jan Rohde, of Norway, as 
the Vice Animateur. 

Lastly 1 would like to raise again the participation of 
Member Nations on the Working Groups. This is a 
concern of most Animateurs. In this day and age of e
mails, faxes and the forums much of the work of the 
Working Groups is done this way. Whilst good support 
at the Annual meeting is welcomed 1 would prefer to 
have many more representatives of Member Nations 
participating during the year. 

With the President 's permission 1 would like to set two 
targets for the Executive to achieve before the next 
General Assembly in Sydney. 

• The first is for Member Nations to see that the Exe
cutive leads from the front. The target is for the Mem
ber Nation of each member of the Executive to appoint 
a representative to each of the Working Groups. For 
my Working Group this would increase the number of 
representatives by five. 

• The second is for the Executive to make a concerted 
effort to get each Member Nation to have a represen
tative on some if not ail Working Groups. Wh ilst this 
may not be achieved by Sydney a marked improve
ment should be made. This will be made easier wh en 
the permanent secretariat is established . 
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FOllowing a very active year with diligent work by most of 
our members, the working group submitted the Draft 

report for comments in March of this year. The report is 
constituting a set of recommendations for Quality manage
ment in tunnelling. By the commencement of the Milan 
conference, comments had been received from Jean Paul 
Godard - France, Jindra Hess - the Czeck Republic and Sir 
Alan Muir Wood of the UK. The Working Group members 
have also asked their national branches of the ITA for com
ments, but so far, without any written repl ies. 
The received comments are generally positive, but as clear
Iy stated by Sir Alan Muir Wood as weil as by the majority of 
our own WG members, the report needs some improve
ments in order to serve the purpose of being a practical tool 
for the tunnelling community. 
The report as of today, is a comprehensive document of 28 
pages. Discussions th us have been focused on abbrevia
tions and a less repetitive structure. The Working Group will 
very likely recommend publishing a short version in the form 
of a pamphlet, as weil as the complete version in normal 
book format. 
The work session in Milan was attended by members from 
Japan, South Africa, Greece, Sweden, Italy and Norway -
and not to forget, the WG was happy to welcome Sir Alan 
Muir Wood for constructive discussions on how to improve 
the report. The following items will be treated further and 
stressed: 
- Continuity in responsibility throughout the project 
- Interactions between activities, functions and project 

stages 
- Iterative and continuous risk assessment 
- Success criteria for functions, activities and project phases 
- Chapters should be more representative of organisation in 
charge 
- Some elaboration on definitions and types of contracts 
The Working Group will also check conclusions and recom
mendations against the latest issue of the FIDIC regulations. 
ln order to keep the good momentum of the work al ive, the 
WG agreed on the following work schedule: 
- The subgroups responsible for the various chapters 
rework their parts before the end of September, taking the 
above specified items into consideration. 
- General sections/recommendations will be rewritten 
accordingly and include an Executive Summary 
- Discussions within the group concerning final layout and 
table of contents will have to be terminated at the same 
time. 
- Compilation and submittal for final comments during first 
half of October. 
- Evaluation and submittal to ITA for issue - last part of 
December 
- Report to be presented at the Sydney conference in March 
2002 
The Working Group hopes to be able to welcome new 
members from The UK, the USA, France and Germany for 
the final stages of the work with the report! We will wei co
me ail efforts by the ITA-board to expand the geographical 
base for our work. 
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""The Working Group met for the third time with 17 partici-
1 pants from 10 countries: Austria, Colombia, France, 

Italy, Japan, Korea, Norway, Siovenia, Suede and Switzer
land) and focused on the specifie aspect related to the great 
length of this major type of tunnels: 1. the design concept 
including the intermediate accesses and the safety require
ments for construction and operation 2. the particular diffi
culties and associated innovative technique for site investi
gations 3. the risk assessments and the methods for identi
fication , quantification and mitigation of the risks induced 
not only by the geological conditions, but also depending 
on the construction methods 4. the construction costs in 
relation with the geology, the safety requirements, the traffic 
characteristics and the standards for operatives 
The participants contributed with interesting presentations 
and lively on selected topics as optimisation of the distance 
between cross-passage in twin bore tunnels, decision aid 
programmes and risk analysis, as weil as case studies of 
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long tunnels in Europe: directional drillings for Alpetunnel , 
planification studies for Koralm Tunnel in Austria, risk anal y
sis for Alpetunnel and Guadarama tunnel in Spain, compa
rison of costs for the Laerdal road tunnel in Norway and the 
Alptransit tunnel of Loetschberg and Gothard. Japan contri
buted with a written report on conveyance system in long 
tunnels. 
A specifie questionnaire was approved during the meeting 
to collect date on long tunnels (over 5 Km) at great depth 
(more than 300 m) in the participating countries and other 
member nations. 
It was decided to organize a special working group meeting 
in Switzerland next November to prepare a report to be 
published next year. The report will include safety released 
considerations for choosing the tunnel system, site investi
gations, the risk-based approach and design recommenda
tions. A catalogue of long and deep tunnels under planning, 
construction and operation will be enclosed. 
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The meeting of the WG 18 "Training " was attended 
by 10 Participants from 8 Countries: Italy, Russia, 

Singapore, Greece, Switzerland, USA, France, Japan. 
The Animateur and the Vice-Animateur welcomed ail 
the participants to this meeting, which is the real first 
meeting of the group since the start of its works in Dur
ban. 
The Animateur asks the Member Nations to send the 
Name and the Address of their Country Official Mem
ber because if we do not have a Reference in Each 
nation it is very difficult to develop our work. 
Coming back to the activities of the Working Group 

the participants had 2 meetings on Sunday and Mon
day. 
The Animateur presented the results of the collection 
of University Courses data which was carried out in 
2000 and in 2001 . 
Very few answers were received and we ask officially 
and again the Member Nations to provide this infor
mation. 
During the meeting some presentations describing 
Post Graduate Teaching Courses in Greece, in Italy 
and in Switzerland were given . 
Aiso an electronic procedure for exchange of informa
tion in the tunnelling field (developed for young engi
neers training) under design in France was presented . 
ln the field of University Education and Professional 
training the w.G. members have decided to collect the 
syllabus of various didactic activities on tunnelling and 
put it on the web for a better diffusion of information. 
The WG Members have pointed out that when an 
important tunnelling or underground project is carried 
out the company or the owner usually prepare a des
cript ion of the work that, today, is normally in an elec-

Following the joint meetings in Durban, Hamburg and 
Perth , a meeting was held on June 11 th 2001 during 
the ITA Congress in Milan. 

The meeting was joined by 3 members from Isn and 
from ITAs WGs 4 and 13. 

The main point on the agenda was the over the last 
year prepared draft version of the Flow Chart "Risk 
Budget for Underground Works" , which covers 5 major 
risk phases and 20 events from State of the Objective 
to Operation of an underground installation. 

ln general , after earlier presentation and discussion in 
WG 4, here in Milan the draft was accepted as a final 
first document of the joint working group. 

It was further agreed that in order to make the draft a 
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tronic format or in a video. 
The WG members think that this material can be pro
fitably used for training and teaching . 
Unfortunately, often, this material is not weil designed 
for Didactic Use. Next year, the WG wants to start col
lecting some of these products both with the personal 
action of each member and with a letter to be sent to 
Member Nations. 
The goal of this work is to produce a collection of case 
histories material (in an electronic format) which can be 
distributed in the tunnelling teaching community. 
After a detailed analysis of the available material the 
group will produce a guide to homogenize the final 
products. 
We hope to have some examples to work on and to be 
able to prepare the guide, before next meeting. 
Aiso the group members know that ITA Working 
Groups have prepared many good documents on tun
nel and Underground works. 
We think that this material should be much more used 
for didactic and training activity. 
We suggest that wh en a WG finalise his work with a 
final document the WG should also prepare a Power 
Point presentation which could be make available for 
teaching activities on ITA Web site. 
For this last task the participants to the WG recom
mended a close link between the WG "training " and 
other ITA WGs. 
ln ending my report to the General Assembly today 1 
would like to say that we ask again the help of ail the 
Member Nations in our work both answering to our 
request for information and with the attendance to the 
activities of the group. 

useful , final document, a covering and explanatory text 
will be prepared by the chairman of the group Rolf Bie
lecki of Isn and presented to the following joint mee
ting in Prague in September 2001 . 

It was also agreed that in case, following the Prague 
meeting, further action is required : items 3 (Pre-feasi 
bility study) , 5 (Public consultation) and 11 (Legal fra
mework) ; 13 (Choice of type of contract) , 15 (Invitation 
to tender) and 16 (Bid evaluation), 2 (Possible solu
tions)and 8 (Concept of financing) of the flow chart 
could be dealt with -if called for- by ITA WGs 4, 3 and 
13 respectively. This has to be decided in Sydney. 
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FOCUS ON UK & IRELAND 

1· THE BRITISH TUNNELLING SOCIETY 
Lors de la dernière décennie un nombre pro
digieux de tunnels ont été réalisés au Royau
me-Uni, notamment le tunnel sous la 
Manche et la Jubilee Une, mais également 
de nombreux ouvrages d'assainissement. 
Lors de la prochaine décennie les travaux 
principaux seront./iés au transport avec le 
CTRI et d'autres projets ferroviaires mais 

BTs 
également plusieurs tunnels routiers. 

P. South . BTS Chairmann 

The last decade of the twentieth century saw a 
prodigious am ou nt of tunnelling carried out in the 
United Kingdom. The Channel Tunnel and the 
Jubilee Line Extension from Green Park ta Strat
ford were the major projects which captured the 
world's attention. 

Achieving less publicity, but nonetheless remai
ning significant in the amount of tunnels driven, 
the closing stages of the London Water Ring 
Main were completed. On the sewerage scene, 
two European Union Directives - the Bathing 
Water and the Urban Waste Water Directives -
had a major impact. Ali of the ten English Water 
Companies and the three Scottish Agencies have 
completed a number of major projects involving 
tunnelling. Many of these projects have been let 
on a collaborative, partnering basis, which has, in 
the main, produced predictability of cost and pro
gramme. 

The first decade of the twenty first century is, 
however, likely to produce a completely different 
scenario. 

It is perceived that major transport tunnels will 
dominate the market with considerably less 
contribution to the total workload coming from 
the traditional areas such as the water compa
nies. Tunnelling on the Channel Tunnel Rail Link 
Stage Two is about to start in the next few 
months. Fifty one kilometres of tunnel will be dri
ven from the Thames to the new high speed pas
senger terminais at St Pancras, using advanced 
techniques developed internationally over the 
previous decades. To follow this major scheme, 
the Chelsea Hackney Line and Cross Rail Pro
jects are, once again, receiving attention, and it is 
hoped that approval ta proceed with these two 
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essential projects could be given in time, to pro
duce continuity of work for the specialist teams 
established for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link. 

Other rail projects are being promoted and exa
mined including the Central Freight Railway and a 
new high speed North-South line between Lon
don and Scotland, both of which are likely to 
require, at the least, refurbishment of existing and 
some new tunnels. Likewise, a planned exten
sion of the Docklands Light Railway from the City 
Airport to south of the river will require a tunnel 
under the Thames, and various further crossings 
of the Thames are also being examined. 

Two immersed tube tunnels, at Newcastle upon 
Tyne and Portsmouth will be constructed towards 
the middle of the decade, and the anticipated 
approval for the construction of Heathrow's Ter
minai Five will produce a significant tunnel requi
rement. Likewise road tunnels, either eut and 
cover or bored , at Stonehenge, Hindhead and 
Tintwhistle are programmed to be constructed. 

ln conclusion , whilst not as buoyant as the pre
vious decade, the next ten years could see a 
number of significant transportation tunnel 
schemes constructed in the UK. The industry will 
be able to continue to provide a best value servi
ce on the condition that conti nuit y of construc
tion can be achieved. The tunnelling industry is a 
high-tech concern requiring the developed skills 
of individuals for continuity. Ta achieve this it 
must be recognised by Government that conti 
nuit y of workload is an essential part to its very 
survival. It is hoped that maybe this Government 
will be able to achieve what ail others before 
them have failed to produce. 
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· 2 • THE JUBILEE LINE EXTENSION 

La conception et la construction de la Jubilee Une a été un chal
lenge permanent notamment pour les stations. Pour la station 
de Westminster, par exemple, il a fallut prendre en compte la 
nouvelle ligne, les stations de correspondance avec deux 
anciennes lignes ainsi que la construction du nouveau batiment 
du Parlement. 

BTs 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Maunsell was first involved in the project in 1988 
when Olympia and York were seeking to develop 
the Docklands Area and required a rapid transit link 
to attract interest in the proposais. Maunsell first 
investigated an extension to the Bakerloo Line and 
developed a stand alone rapid transit system which 
became known as the Waterloo and Greenwich 
Railway for which Parliamentary plans were prepa
red ready for deposit in November 1988. Cost esti
mates for this scheme formed the basis of 0 & y's 
contribution to the Jubilee Line Extension . 

For various reasons the W & G Railway was not pro
ceeded with, but became the basis for the exten
sion o( the Jubilee Line which was promoted by 
London Underground from the beginning of 1989. 
Maunsell assisted LUL in this process by preparing 
preliminary designs, co st estimates and parliamen
tary plans for the section from Canada Water to 
Stratford. Initial proposais went via Brunswick on 
the north bank of the Thames but options for the 
Greenwich peninsula were retained and became the 
preferred route in 1990 with the deposit of an Addi
tional Provision. Maunsell assisted LUL throughout 
the parliamentary process with the preparation of 
evidence and support in the committee stages. 
This parliamentary support continued for London 
Underground Act 1992 (the main JLE Act) and for 
London Underground (Jubilee) Act 1993 (a subsi
diary JLE Act) , the Green Park Bill 1992 and Addi
tional Provisions 1993. 

DESIGN 

ln 1990 whilst the Parliamentary process was still 
ongoing Maunsell was appointed by the Jubilee 
Line Extension Project (JLEP) for the design of the 
running tunnels between Green Park and Waterloo 
and the new Westminster and Waterloo Stations. It 
became clear from the onset of design develop
ment that each station would provide a unique desi
gn and construction challenge and the resultant 
designs reflect this. 

Westminster Station comprises a hybrid design 
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concept which accommodates not only the access 
requirements of the new line and interchange facili
ties with the existing District and Circle Lines but 
also the construction of the New Parliamentary Buil
ding (NPB) on the same site. This has been ach ie
ved by locating the interchange facilities, ticket hall 
and concourse levels within the deepest box struc
ture ever constructed in London , whilst the new 
platforms are located within, over and under tunnels 
connected to the concourse levels by short adits. 
By contrast Waterloo Station is a tunnelled concept 
with only the ticket hall at ground level. The station 
comprises three levels of construction linked by 
inclined escalator drives. 

The lowest level comprises the platform tunnels 
separated by the east and west low-Ievel 
concourses which lie between them. The 

concourses are linked to the platforms by short 
stub adits whilst a central cross passage links the 
two platforms and provides for disabled access via 
a dedicated lift shaft. The low level works are 
constructed in London Clay with excavation by a 
boom mounted drum digger with temporary sup-
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2· THE JUBILEE LINE EXTENSION 

port provided by a mesh reinforced sprayed 
concrete lining (SCl) . Similar methods were used 
to construct the intermediate level concourse and 
connecting escalator adits whilst the travelator tun
nel was excavated using an open face shield. Ail 
were lined with segmental SGI linings. The low-Ievel 
works comprise some of the largest span tunnel 
excavations ever carried out in London Clay. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Contract 102 constructed by the Balfour Beatty 
AMEC Joint Venture was the biggest civil enginee
ring contract on london 's new underground line -
involving tunnel ling from Green Park to Waterloo 
with new stations constructed at Westminster and 
Waterloo. 

The project entailed the construction of two concre
te lined tunnels, three kilometres long and 4.35 
metres in diameter, driven from a temporary shaft at 
Jubilee Gardens. Spoil from the excavations was 
removed by barge on the Thames to minimise the 
impact on the road network. 

Final connection to the existing Jubilee Line east of 
Green Park station was achieved by step plate junc
tions , hand dug around the old tunnels. 

Westminster station includes a huge 40 metre deep 
diaphragm walled basement structure - one of lon
don's deepest basements - with banks of triple 
escalators running 32 metres down to the lowest 
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track level within a spectacular open weil. The 
works consist of the demolition of existing buil 
dings, the construction of a new ticket hall which 
supports the new parliamentary offices plus 
construction of ventilation and escape shafts and 
new subways. 

Ail work was carried out without interruption to the 
runn ing of the District and Circle Lines, which tra
verses the site. In addition, the tunnels for the sta-

tion run under Great George Street between Big 
Ben and St Stephen 's House, but one above the 
other rather th an side by side. 

Waterloo station is a complex deep level bored sta
tion and travelator link to the Northern Line excava
ted in London Clay, using the modified New Aus
tri an Tunnelling Method. Much of the station work 
was accessed via two shafts, one serving during 
the contract for spoil removal and the other for 
material deliveries underground. The works consis
ted of the construction of a new ticket hall in the 
colonnade below Waterloo Road and shafts and 
tunnels to house lifts, escalators, moving walkways 
and ventilation equipment, together with the provi
sion of new bus facilities. 

High capacity emergency shafts have been built 
into both ends of each station and at one kilometre 
intervals along the line, allowing passengers to be 
rapidly evacuated from the system in the event of 
incidents. Ventilation and smoke control ducts to 
the surface provide many times the capacity built 
into previous tube lines. 

Settlement control by compensation and permea-
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2 • THE JUBILEE LINE EXTENSION 

tion grouting was a major feature, safeguarding 
more than 60 structures ranging from St James's 
elegant clubs to the grimy railway arches of Water
loo, undertaken by AMEC. Piling in joint venture 
with Spanish contractor Geocisa. 

ln the shadows of Big Ben and the Houses of Par
liament, the new Jubilee Une Extension (JLE) sta
tion at Westminster was completed following the 
excavation of an enormous box of some 74 by 28 
metres and up to 35 metres deep - the deepest 
excavation in London. More than 78,000 cubic 
metres of earth have been excavated following 
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demolition of the old office buildings and contain
ment of the site within 38 metre deep by 1 metre 
wide diaphragm walls. 

A major part of the excavation works was the 
underpinning of the 130-year-old cut-and-cover 
structure of the District and Circle Une, which tra
verses diagonally across the site. Throughout the 
complex construction work, undertaken by AMEC 
in joint venture with Balfour Beatty, this busy link in 
the underground system had to be kept in operation 
and was supported by a concrete slab, which was 
in turn supported on a series of 3 metre diameter by 
up to 42 metre deep piles and the adjacent dia
phragm wall panels. Some 50 bored piles were ins
talled ahead of box excavation which , in addition to 
supporting the beams beneath the District and 
Circle Une, also supported the subsurface levels of 
the new underground station and the new Parlia
mentary offices currently being built above. 

Passengers will be able to pass from the station's 
concourse levels through adits to the station plat
form tunnels, which lie in a stacked configuration 
along one side of the box. The original 4.9 metre 
running tunnels have been enlarged to 7 metre dia-
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rm unnels. 
tunnel was excavated first and platform 
enlargement started before the second upper run
ning tunnel came through. 

CONTROL OF GROUND MOVEMENTS 

The construction of these stations in the urban area 
adjacent to, and on occasions under buildings and 
other structures of historical significance, including 
Big Ben, and commercial sensitivity necessitated 
the adoption of innovative design solutions and 
construction techniques to ensure that settlements 
and other ground movements were controlled and 
consequent damage eliminated or mitigated to 
acceptable levels. 

A unique design feature of the Westminster box 
design was the provision of tunnelled st ruts below 
finished excavation level to restrain lateral wall 
niovements during top down construction of the 
station. These st ruts were installed after the dia
phragm wall construction and pre-Ioaded on the 
basis of the calculated wall pressure. Both the wall 
deflections and strut loadings were monitored as 
the excavation and support sequence proceed to 
validate design assumptions at each state of 
construction . 

Eisewhere compensation grouting techniques were 
employed to mitigate tunnelling induced settle
ments with one notable example being its use as 
the running tunnels approached and then passed 
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2 • THE JUBILEE LINE EXTENSION 

under the RAC building without apparent effect on 
the basement swimming pool. In addition to com
pensation grouting the sequencing of tunnel exca
vations was continuously reviewed to ensure that 
the opportunities for compensation grouting were 
properly identified. At locations where its use was 

precluded by safety considerations the working 
sequence reduced consequent settlements to a 
minimum. The sequencing of excavation and sup
port was a critical consideration in the execution of 
the multiple hand excavations required for the ope
nings of the intermediate concourse located benea
th the Cab Road structure at the Waterloo Railway 
Terminus. Traditional methods of settlement control 
were also adopted to good effect. These included 
the underpinning of existing brick arches suppor
ting the Cab Road where the double escalator adits 
enter the new ticket hall at Waterloo. Here an acti
ve jacking system was used which also allowed the 
control of angular distortion as tunnelling works 
progressed for the intermediate concourse. 

-
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3 • THE CHANNEL TUNNEL RAIL LINK 

La liaison ferroviaire avec le tunnel sous la Manche est la pre
mière ligne à grande vitesse du Royaume Uni. Construite en 
deux parties, la section 1 entre le tunnel sous la Manche et Faw
kham est actuellement en cours de construction et devrait être 
mise en service en octobre 2003. Les travaux de la section 2 ont 
démarré en juillet. 

BTs 

MANAGEMENT 

The r5.2 billion Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) is the 
UK's first new high speed line. The company res
ponsible for constructing the CTRL is London and 
Continental Railways (LCR). Originally the new line 
was to be constructed as one, however in 1998 follo
wing a restructuring of the project it was agreed that 
the CTRL would be constructed in two phased sec
tions. Section 1 is currently under construction and 
runs from the Channel Tunnel to Fawkham Junction 
in north Kent Section 2 started in July 2001 and 
completes the line into London 's St Pancras. Rail
track are the future owners of Section 1 and will main
tain and operate the entire line upon completion. 

Rail Link Engineering are the CTRL designers and 
project managers and are a consortium of LCR's 
Engineering shareholders, Bechtel, Arup, Halcrow 
and Systra. RLE manages the contractors building 
the railway and are also responsible for planning and 
consents, procurement, construction supervision and 
commissioning. 

The CTRL includes the construction of two new sta
tions at Ebbsfleet in north Kent and Stratford in east 
London and involves connections into the existing 
Ashford International station in Kent. London's new 
international terminus at St Pancras will be substan
tially enlarged and refurbished . 

Section 1 - Channel Tunnel to Waterloo Connection 
(68km) 

Work on the Section 1 of the CTRL began in October 
1998 and that part is over 70% complete and on 
schedule for opening in October 2003. 

When the project was being constructed as a single 
entity, the tunnels and works at St Pancras were the 
most critical in terms of programme. Consequently 
the design of these sections was weil advanced and 
the less critical sections of the route from the south 
portal of the Thames Tunnel to the Channel Tunnel 
barely started . The refunding and rescheduling of the 
project turned the initial assumptions on their head. 
The Section 1 work became the most time critical ele
ment of the project and Section 2 was put on hold. 
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Consequently design had to run concurrent with both 
procurement and construction. Additionally, the plan 
to have a 6 month pre-construction period to enable 
RLE to work with the preferred contractors to Value 
Engineer the project, deal with planning and consents 
issues and prepare method statements, programmes 
and ail the construction and support systems before 
commencing on site did not meet the new program
me. To cope with this fluid situation the decision was 
made to adopt the New Engineering Contract option 
C, a target cost contract, combined with a pain gain 
share mechanism. 

The main element of tunnel works in this phase was 
the construction of the North Downs Tunnel. The 
3.2km tunnel was constructed beneath the North 
Downs with up to 100m of cover through upper, 
middle and lower chalk. The Contractor for the 
Contract 410 was a joint venture between Miller Civil 
Engineering , Dumez-GTM, and Beton und Monierbau 
who used shotcrete to provide the primary lining. An 

important feature was having RLE's designers on site 
that enabled value engineering to be evaluated and 
implemented in advance of construction. The main 
value engineering initiatives were: 
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3 • THE CHANNEL TUNNEL RAIL LINK 

- hydro-fracture tests to confirm insitu stresses, 

- Considering the primary shotcrete lining as a grey 
rock, essentially taking the benefit of the shotcrete 
linings higher engineering properties over the sur
rounding chalk to carry some of the long term load, 

- Use of a waterproof membrane to limit thermal 
cracking. 

The above led to elimination of reinforcement in the 
secondary lining, reduction in the lining thickness, 
slimming of the tunnel invert and significant cost and 
programme savings. The nature of the ECC/C 
contract combined with the partnering approach 
made a significant contribution to the success of the 
contract that was completed 6 months early and 
several million pounds sterling under budget. RLE 
consider the contract to be a model for how 
construction should be undertaken. Self-certification 
was used for the contract with RLE site staff underta
king audits. The process worked weil with the quali
ty of planning, safety and the final product being very 
high. 

The Civil Engineering works on Section 1 (t16 billion) 
are nearing completion and the infrastructure for the 
installation of the tracklaying operation is under 
construction. This includes the construction of a 
temporary railhead with over 15km of track. 

Section 2 - Southfleet to St. Pancras (40km) 

Detailed design on Section 2 recommenced in 
November 1999 and in the period up to 2000, desi
gns were reviewed, revised and completed , contract 
documents revised to take account of the lessons 
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learned from Section 1 and tenderers pre-qualified . 
Tenders went out for the tunnel contracts in May 
2000 and contracts were in January 2001 . The period 
from January to July 2001 has been used as a pre
construction period as originally planned for Section 
1 . The contracts involving tunnelling on Section 2 are: 

Contract 103 - Thameslink Tunnels and Station Box 
was awarded to Kier Construction and Edmund Nut
tall joint venture for ~1 07 million. This includes two 
500m long 6m internai diameter tunnels for Thames
link 2000. 

Contract 220 - London Tunnels Stratford to Kings 
Cross was awarded to Nishamatsu/ 
Cementation/Skanska joint venture for ~145 million. 
This includes two 7.5km long 7 .15m internai diameter 
running tunnels as weil as ventilation shafts at Corsi
ca Street and Graham Road. 

The main value engineering initiative on this contract 
is changing the primary linings for construction of 
Corsica Street shaft and ventilation adits from seg
mentai to sprayed concrete linings. The key pre
construction activities include obtaining planning 
consents for the initial works, pre-construction plan
ning and design and procurement of the tunnel boring 
machines. The TBM subcontract has been awarded 
to Kawasaki of Japan. 

Contract 230 - Stratford Box was awarded to 
Skanska Construction for ~1 05 million. This com
prises the construction of the 1070m long by 50m 
wide and 16-22m deep Stratford Box to accommo
date Stratford International Station and the 160km/h 
crossovers onto the 225km/h CTRL Main Line. The 
Contractor commenced some advanced works in 
June that included setting up site accommodation in 
existing buildings for Contracts 220, 230 and 240, 
undertaking diaphragm wall test panels, demolition 
surveys and river diversion works. 

Contract 240 - London Tunnels Stratford to Barring
ton Road Shaft was awarded to Skanska/ 
Costain/ Bachy Soletanche joint venture for ~120 mil
lion . This includes two 4.7km long 7.15m running 
tunnels as weil at Woodgrange and Barrington Road 
ventilation shafts. Similar pre-construction activities 
have been undertaken including the design and pro
curement of the tunnel boring machines from Lovat of 
Canada. 

Contract 250 - London Tunnels Ripple Lane to Bar
rington Road Shaft was awarded to Nuttall/ Wayss & 
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3 • THE CHANNEL TUNNEL RAIL LINK 

Freytag/Kier joint venture for f115 million. This 
includes two 5.25km long 7.15m running tunnels, the 
construction of Ripple Lane portal and Wayside ven
tilation shaft. The JV has proposed significant value 
engineering proposais and had them accepted. 
These comprise the re-design of Ripple Lane portal 
from a diaphragm wall structure to a sheet pile cof
ferdam with an insitu concrete structure. In addition 
Wayside shaft construction has been revised from 
diaphragm walls with steel frames to an oval, conti
guous piled shaft with no steel frames. These propo
sais allow significant cost and programme savings to 
be realised. Similar pre-construction activities have 
been undertaken including the design and procure
ment of the tunnel boring machines from Wirth of 
Germany. 

Contract 320 - The Thames tunnel crosses under 
the River Thames east of, and close to the QE2 Brid
ge.The contract was awarded to Hochtief/Murphy 
joint venture for f130 million. The contract includes a 
total of over 1 km of diaphragm wall approach struc
tures on either side of the River Thames and two 
2.5km .long 7.15m running tunnels. Pre-construction 
activities have been undertaken including the design 
and procurement of the tunnel boring machines from 
Herrenknecht of Germany. Site access was gained in 
June. Offices are being established on site, and dia
phragm wall platforms and a test panel constructed. 

INNOVATIONS 

RLE are taking a proactive Project Management 
approach to the project and using the cost sharing 
mechanism within the contracts to provide the incen
tives to share knowledge and good practice across 
the tunnel contracts to the benefit of ail parties. Key 
successes in this area so far are: 

- Establishment of an Alliance Working Group for ail 
Section 2 tunnel contracts. An example of the allian
ce is procuring ail the SGI linings for the cross passa
ge openings and rings for ail the Section 2 tunnel 
contracts. 

- Shared office and document control facilities bet
ween Contracts 220,230 and 240 at Stratford. 

- Contract 240 is manufacturing the segments for 
Contracts 220 and 240 in a single manufacturing faci
lit Y at Stratford. 

- Standardisation of lining details across the London 
Tunnel Contracts. 

- Sharing of documentation and contract procedures 
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where appropriate. 

RLE are facilitating these initiatives but they rely on 
the good will and mutual trust between the various 
joint ventures and RLE. The savings these initiatives 
accrue are being shared between ail the parties inclu
ding URN, RLE and the contractors. 

PROCUREMENT 

Procurement was carried out using the New Enginee
ring Contract Option C conditions of contract. This is 
a target cost contract where the Employer pays the 
actual costs and a fee to the contractor. Predefined 
criteria were established prior to return of tenders for 
evaluation. In addition technical/financial/partnering 
were weighted 50/40/10. Great care was exercised in 
tender evaluation to ensure the tenderers had sub
mitted realistic priees. If RLE considered the tende
rer had underestimated an allowance, RLE would add 
monies to the tender priee to normalise the contract 
priee. RLE's estimate of the allowance may be grea
ter than the contractor considered necessary. 

TUNNEL LlNING 

The tunnel lining has been designed by RLE and is a 
7.15m, 1.5m long 350mm thick steel fibre reinforced 
con crete ring to achieve a 120 year design life. The 
harshest ground conditions occur in the saline condi 
tions of the Thames tunnel. 

Following the fire in the Channel Tunnel the project 
decided to improve the performance of the tunnel 
segments exposed to severe fires, and has underta
ken fire tests to prove the design of the lining under 
load subjected to a hydrocarbon fire. Tests proved 
the effectiveness of using a 30:1 kg per m3 mix of 
steel and monofilament polypropylene fibres to redu
ce the concrete spalling occurring during a fire. 

The project has also undertaken load tests to verity 
the performance of the steel fibre reinforced seg
ments under load. The decision not to conventional
Iy reinforce the tunnel linings limited the circumferen
tial length of the segment, resulting in the need for 
nine segments and a key per ring. 

Tests were also done on the performance of plane 
and 3m radius cross-joints with the segments incli
ned by up to 1.60 to simulate the permitted out of 
tolerance on a cross joint. This demonstrated that fiat 
joints carry a significantly higher load than curved 
joints and fiat joints were therefore adopted. 
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ZERO ACCIDENTS 

The project has a target of Zero Accidents for Section 
2 building on the success from Section 1. The key 
innovation in this area is the study of behavioral 
methods to change the way the workforce thinks in 
relation to construction and to encourage individuals 
to think safety. 

TUNNEL BORING MACHINES 

The Client and RLE recognised that the performance 
of tunnel boring machines would be critical for the 
success of bored tunnel construction and the project. 
To avoid the risk of tenderers using the procurement 
of such high value items to try to win contracts and to 
maintain a consistent approach from tenderers RLE 
developed a high performance specification to gua
rantee a minimum standard of TBM. It was conside
red that the risk of contractors economising on their 
TBMs outweighed the cost of specifying the mini
mum performance of the TBMs. Tenderers were 

required to submit detailed proposais and method 
statements for the TBMs which played a key part in 
the evaluation of the tenders. 

SUMMARY 

The project's objectives are to construct the project 
safely, on time, within budget to the required quality. 
The partnering and self-certification culture on Sec
tion 1 directly contributed to the success of the North 
Downs Tunnel , and has helped Section 2 to get off to 
a good start. The Client, contractors and RLE have 
shown a willingness to share ideas, solve problems 
and share benefits. This bodes weil for the further 
success of the project. The benefits of an open 
approach do not come easily; they require work, 
constant vigilance and maintenance to get away from 
the confrontation al protective style of construction 
management pervasive within the industry. The signs 
are that project and the people working together on it 
are on the way to achieving these objectives. 

CERES~LA 
TUNNELBAUTECHNIK AG 



4 • THE DUBLIN PORT ROAD TUNNEL 

L'expansion du port de Dublin génère un trafic de poids lourds 
de plus en plus important qui s'écoule au travers des petites 
rues du centre. Un projet de tunnel avait été approuvé en 1994, 
mais l'accident d'Heathrow l'a stoppé net. Depuis le projet a été 
modifié, et en décembre dernier, le contrat pour la conception et 
la construction a été attribué. Les travaux sont en cours. 

BTs 

The busy and expanding Port of Dublin generates 
an enormous amount of heavy goods traffic, ail of 
which must at present wend its way through the 
congested streets of Dublin City Centre en route 
to destinations throughout Ireland. For a number 
of years a scheme to provide this traffic with a 
rapid dedicated link to the M1 route to the north 
and the radial M50 motorway has been mooted, 
but there is no convenient road corridor at the 
surface. Formai approval to a tunnel scheme to 
provide the required link was eventually given by 
Dublin Corporation in 1994, with Geoconsult Arup 
appointed as designer. 

Later the same year a dramatic collapse of tun
nels under construction occurred at Heathrow Air
port in London. Since the same tunnelling tech
nique, the New Austrian Tunnelling Method, was 
being used at Heathrow as was being proposed 
for Dublin, con cern naturally grew within the com- . 
munities sited close to the route of the Port Tun
nel of the risk of a similar incident. 

ln response to the fears of local residents, expres
sed most strongly at public inquiries, fundamental 
changes were made to the scheme. Principal 
amongst these were decisions to double the 
depth below ground level of most of the tunnel, 
and to construct most of the tunnelled sections 
by means of tunnel boring machines (TBMs). In 
December 2000 the contract to design and 
construct the Dublin Port Tunnel was awarded to 
the NMI consortium, and work is now underway. 

The scheme comprises 5.6 km of dual carriage
way overall, of which 4.5 km will be underground, 
with 2.4 km in bored tunnel and the remaining 2.1 
km in cut and cover tunnel. The tunnel is to be 
provided with tolling facilities at the end nearest 
the Port. There will be associated new bridges, 
operations buildings and improvements to the 
local road network. 

With a contract price of IR~353m this is the coun
try's largest ever civil engineering project. Howe-
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ver when set against the considerable daily cost 
to the country's economy due to traffic conges
tion in Dublin , this represents money weil spent. 
Scheme construction is scheduled to take 43 
months from an official start date in June 2001. 
Key factors in meeting this programme will be 
early arrivai on site of the TBMs and the maintai
ning of good rates of bored tunnelling progress, 
particularly through the limestone rock south bet
ween Collins Avenue and Fairview Park. 

A separate contract to supervise the whole of the 
construction work on Dublin Corporation's behalf 
was competitively tendered and awarded on 
technical merit. A group led by Brown & Root won 
this commission in January 2001 , and a team of 
some 50 full and part time construction specia
lists and design advisors is being assembled for 
this important role. Brown & Root's main function 
will be to ensure that this complex scheme is 
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4 • THE DUBLIN PORT ROAD TUNNEL 

constructed in accordance with Dublin Corpora
tion 's needs and the requirements of the contract, 
which include the provision of a tunnel built and 
operated to international best practice. The team 
is also charged with ensuring that construction 
takes place with the minimum of environmental 
impact and disruption to the surrounding neigh
bourhood and existing highway network. 

ln addition to the bored tunnel the scheme has a 
number of particularly major and critical compo
nents of civil engineering, delay to any of which 
cou Id adversely affect completion of the overall 
project. The bored tunnels are to be driven from a 
circular working shaft 57 metres in diameter and 
25 metres deep, sited south of Collins Avenue. 
This shaft will eventually accommodate one of the 
four vehicle cross passages to be provided in the 
tunnel, but during construction it will service up to 
four separate tunnel drives at any one time. Sta
ged excavation with ring beams and anchoring 
following the construction of deep reinforced 
concrete perimeter diaphragm walls is envisaged, 
with a need for continuai pumping to control 
groundwater ingress and to avoid any effects on 
nearby infrastructure and property. 

Cut and cover construction to maximum depths 
exceeding 20m is required at both ends of the 
scheme. To the south this will involve the tempo
rary excavation of a swathe of open space 
through Fairview Park, but on completion of 
construction this area will be returned to public 
use with the tunnel being completely buried from 
view. Effective management of construction traffic 
in the cut and cover sections, as weil as ensuring 
that the works are kept safe and secure from 
public access, are crucial issues. 

The DART railway which forms the south eastern 
boundary of Fairview Park presents a conside
rable logistical challenge for the tunnel scheme. 
Here it will be necessary for more th an 50 metres 
of tunnelling to take place under busy railway 
tracks without any disruption to railway operation. 
Furthermore, tunnel construction may be com
mencing at the same time that work is due to take 
place to replace and extend the railway's bridge 
decks over East Wall Road and the Tolka River 
immediately south west of the tunnel working 
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area, complicating construction logistics. Tunnel 
construction work beneath the DART will involve 
the prior construction of a supporting arch of 
pipes closely beneath the existing railway tracks, 
installation of which will take several months, pla
cing this section of the works on the critical path 
of the project's overall programme. 

A further challenge to construction activity in this 
area is the need to effect a temporary diversion of 
the busy Alfie Byrne Road and ail its associated 
services, and to construct tunnel portais and a 
new road bridge over the River Tolka. The working 
space available for ail these activities is already 
very limited, and is potentially further reduced by 
larnrod Eireann's plans to provide additional rail
way tracks and sidings between the existing rail
way corridor and Alfie Byrne Road. 

As with any significant construction project, envi
ronmental issues have to be taken into account at 
ail stages of development. The design of the 
Dublin Port Road Tunnel is being developed to 
take full account of a number of important issues 
including traffic noise, air quality and potential 
vibration effects on property. The tunnel will in 
fact reduce overall level of traffic noise and emis
sions which are currently being endured by the 
citizens of north Dublin. 

ln recognition of the need for the most thorough 
consideration to be given to the provision of a 
vital road tunnel which is as safe and effective a 
transportation route as it possibly can be, the pro
ject team has set up a Safety Committee, which is 
responsible for identifying and reviewing ail 
conceivable risks associated with the operation of 
the tunnel once opened to traffic. Technical and 
managerial representatives of ail stakeholders, 
including the National Roads Authority as opera
tor, Dublin Corporation, Dublin Fire Service, NMI 
Consortium and Brown & Root sit together on the 
Safety Committee with the common purpose of 
ensuring that these risks are incorporated into the 
design process in the most rigorous manner. 
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5· THE LONDON CABLE TUNNEL 

Un tunnel de 20 km de long et 3m de diamètre permettra de faire 
circuler deux cables électriques permettant de connecter les 
sous-stations. Ce tunnel sera construit au tunnelier. Une premiè
re machine vient d'être descendue, une autre devrait suivre. BTs 

The Eistree to St Johns Wood Cable Tunnel started 
on site in April this year. Brown and Root are Natio
nal Grid Company's Engineer responsible for desi
gn and site supervision. J Murphy & Sons are the 
Civil Contractor responsible for aspects of the 
detailed design and construction. The tunnel is 3 m 
in diameter and 20 km long designed to contain 
two cable circuits running between new substa
tions at Eistree and St John's Wood. Shafts at the 
ends and at 5 intermediate points provide for 
access. Tunnel construction is being carried out 
using three Lovat Tunnel Boring Machines laun
ched from shafts at Eistree and at Cricklewood in 
either direction. One TBM is already in the ground 
at Eistree and the others are following shortly. The 
total project value including tunnel construction , 
cables and substations is approximately E200M. 
The tunnel is the longest under construction cur
rently in the United Kingdom. 

The tunnel is part of The London Connection Pro
ject designed to reinforce electricity supplies to 
Central London. The demand for electricity has 
been growing steadily and most of the network ins
talled approximately 40 years ago is coming 
towards the end of its life. Consequently there is a 
need for phased replacement of the existing cir
cuits feeding London, with the new 400kV system 
being installed as an graduai overlay and replace
ment for the existing 275kV system in the capital. 

Planning of the tunnel alignment has presented 
man y challenges in the urban environ ment. The 
Staples Corner area at the end of the M 1 is conges
ted , with the need to avoid piled highway struc
tures. The selected alignment passes 6 m to the 
side of piles supporting the A5 flyover. The vertical 
alignment is controlled by ground conditions at the 
north end of the alignment and by other under
ground structures in the south. As far as possible 
the tunnel keeps within the London Clay, which is 
more th an 50 m thick in the St John's Wood area 
and thins out to nothing at Eistree. In general the 
depth of the tunnel is 20 to 30 m, however the 
maximum depth is approximately 80 m where the 
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alignment passes under Brockley Hill. As the tun
nel approaches Central London a number of under
ground structures are crossed: Thames Water Ring 
Main, Thames Lee Tunnel , London Electricity Cable 
Tunnel, Thames Water Mid Level Sewer and other 
utility tunnels. 

The Tunnel Services including ventilation , commu
nications, lighting and control systems, are a sig ni
ficant part of the project. The spacing of the shafts 
at 4 km intervals requires transportation for per
sonnel evacuation if required. It has been decided 
to use a battery powered overhead monorail sys
tem, which will also allow for remote operation and 
monitoring of the tunnel by cameras fixed on the 
front of vehicles. Lighting is provided on the vehicle 
and a trailer is used for transportation of equip
ment. Buildings at the head of shafts control tun
nel entry and provide housing for Ventilation Plant 
and Control Equipment. These have taken a varie
ty of architectural forms to fit in with the urban 
landscape and ensure planning approval. 
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GIBRALTAR UN / ITA SECEG / SNED WORKSHOPS 

La version française de ce texte est disponible sur le site web de l'AITES ou peut être obtenu 
en contactant l'Association. (aites @ imagineUr, fax +33-472372406) 

Introduction 

Und er bilateral agreements between Spai n and 
Morocco, the Spanish agency SECEG, (Sociedad 

espafiola de estudios para la comunicaci6n Fija a través 
dei Estrecho de Gibraltar),and their Moroccan counter
part SNED (Société Nationale d 'Etudes du Détroit) are 
jointly studying the feasibility of a fi xed link between 
Europe and Africa across the Strait of Gibraltar. 

ln 1995, the Moroccan-Spanish Joint Committee res
ponsible for the studies decided to focus further work 

on a basic alternative consisting in a rail , undersea, 
bored tunnel. The 3-tube tunnel two running tunnels and 
a service gallery would be 38.6 km long, of which 27.7 
km bored undersea at a maximum depth of about 500m 
below sealevel , under 300m of water. The rocks hosting 
the tunnel are mainly flysches, i.e. impervious clay for
mations with alternated sandstone and shaley limestone 
layers, heavily tectonised with folds and thrust fractures. 

Both agencies SECEG and SNED have already develo
ped a considerable, multidisciplinary effort dealing 

with most relevant fields involved in feasibility assess
ment, as economic evaluation, engineering design, geo
technical experimentation and geological prospection. 
Su ch efforts ,are consistently performed within an 
ongoing studyprocess, still facing much work ahead. 

Project evaluation deals ~ith ~he co.mplex socioecono
mic aspects of the proJect Includlng the challenglng 

area of long-term traffic forecast . Engineering design 
covers both civil and rail engineering aspects particularly 
in the field of advanced tunnelling. The geotechnical seg
ment of the programme includes the construction now 
completed of various in-land experimental works for 
extensive geotechnical auscultation and testing , inclu
ding the 600m-long, TBM- driven Tarifa Gallery in Spain 
and the remarkab le 300m-deep coastal Malata Shaft in 
Morocco. And finally, the segment of marine geological 
prospection, which will need an undetermined number of 
offshore coring campaigns, facing major technical chal
lenges mainly due to the exceptional meteoceanic envi
ronment of the Strait (currents) and also facing complex 
geological problems and high costs, as proved after the 
increasingly efficient but still problematic results of the 
three campaigns performed so far. 

The studies are formally sponsored by the Economic 
and Social CO"..: I)cil of the United Nations and the 

cooperative involvement of ITA in the project, through its 
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statutory relationship with the UN, started officially in 
1993 at the ITA General Assembly he Id in Amsterdam. 
Two main formai bases for the UN/ITA cooperation on 
the Gibraltar Tunnel Project are out lined here: 

The Consultative Status, Category Il , of ITA with the 
United Nations Economic and Social Council since 

1985, which defines the link between the UN and ITA; 
and the Declaration of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations No.43/179 of 20 December 1988 and the 
related Resolutions of the UN Economic and Social 
Council dated from 1982 to 1999, which define the link 
between the UN and the Gibraltar Strait Project. 

Seeking to provide a technical forum associated with 
that project, three workshops on selected tunnel 

engineering topics have been sponsored so far by the 
UN and the ITA. The first of these events was the Open 
Session on the Gibraltar Strait Crossing (Cairo , Egypt; 
April , 1994); the second one was the workshop on 
"Characterisation of TBMs for tunnelling in flysches 
(Tarifa, Spain; February, 1997); and the thi rd event in the 
series which in fact followed a major preparatory session 
held in Vienna; April , 1997 was the workshop on the 
challenging subject Costing of TBM- built tunnels (Rabat, 
Morocco; April , 1999). Proceedings of each of such 
events have been produced and widely distributed by 
the Spanish and Moroccan agencies with the coopera
tion of ITA, whose website will soon make them avai
lable. 

Through out this cooperation , the ITA Executive 
Council adhered to the principle that, by sponsoring 

an international project of the political, social and techni
cal significance of the Gibraltar Strait Tunnel , ITA not only 
fulfils its consultative status with the UN, but also pro
motes a highly visible milestone of underground enginee
ring and, at the same time, contributes to the overall 
technical progress in modern tunnel ling. 

UN/ITA Open Session, Cairo,1994 

The UN/ ITA Open Session on the Gibraltar Strait 
Crossing took place on April 5, 1994 at the 

International Congress on Tunnelling and Ground 
Conditions in Cairo, Egypt. The Session was addressed 
by the Di rectors of the Transport Divisions of the UN 
Economic Commission for Europe and the UN Economic 
commission for Africa, Messrs.J. Capel Ferrer and N. 
Dhliwayo. The Copresident of the Spanish- Moroccan 
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Joint Committee for the Strait Crossing, Mr.V. Garcia 
Alvarez, headed the SNED-SECEG experts who briefly 
described the project. Five individual experts presented 
papers for discussion on various technical issues of the 
project, focusing on major feasibility aspects. Main ITA 
remarks and recommendations issued from the Session 
are summarized below: 

T~e .Gibraltar Straits tunnel is unique in that sense that 
It links not only two countries, but also two conti

nents and two great historic cultures. Being the deepest 
undersea tunnel so far it is also unique technically. 

The extensive studies carried out sofar include aspects 
related to economy, transportation , marine science, 

geology, geotechnics, tunnel engineering and construc
tion management. 

These studies as weil as the presentations delivered at 
the UN/ITA Open Session have shown that the pro

cess of studies concerning the project has advanced to 
a point where the feasibility is no longer a matter of spe
culation , but rather a question of completion of several 
fundamental studies, some of them currently underway. 

S uch fundamental studies should include: 

i. In -situ investigation of the geomechanical 
properties of the types of ground expected to form the 
host strata of the tunnel. Such investigation would be 
performed by means of experimental shafts and galle
ries, instrumented for monitoring ail the relevant aspects 
of ground response to tunnelling at great depth and 
pressure; 

ii. Geophysical and deep coring reconnaissance 
at the bottom of the Strait in order to further investigate 
the flysch formations across the Strait; 

iii. Assessment of logistical and contracting 
strategies so as to prepare the complex issues of mana
ging a mega-project in a sensitive political and economi-

'cal environment. . 

ln addition to the completion of the studies above it is 
recommended that a special consideration is given to 

the question of the minimum ground cover required 
above the tunnel below the sea bottom.The value pre
sently assumed at 100m(same as at Sei kan Tunnel in 
Japan), has been ta ken rather estimatively and might not 
be necessary in the flysch formation. Since the depth of 
cover may determine the ove rail length of the tunnel , this 
question is of significant importance for the final cost of 
the project. 

S imilarly,. it is suggest~d that the fundamental studies 
wou Id Include establishment of bankable cost esti-
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mate as weil as of an overall commercial viability of the 
project. 

Positive results of studies as outlined above wou ld 
have the potential to bring the project of a tunnel 

under the Strait of Gibraltar to the stage of technical and 
economical feasibility, as needed to prove the project 
feasible at an acceptable level of technical and econo
mic risk. 

UN/ITA Workshop, Tarifa, 1997 

The UN/ITA second workshop , devoted to 
"Characterisation of tunnel boring machines for tun

nelling in flysches ", was held in Tarifa , Spain , on 
February 20-22 , 1997, with approximately 40 invited 
guests. The participants included Mr. J . Capel Ferrer 
fram the Economic Commission for Europe, several 
representatives of the two agencies responsible for the 
project, a number of ITA Executive Council members, 
and a number of distinguished international experts in 
the area of tunnelling, as weil as representatives of TBM 
manufacturers. The workshop was divided in three wor
king sessions and related activities, including field visits 
to the sites of the three large scale, in-situ geotechnical 
experiments: the Bolonia Shaft and the Tarifa Gallery, in 
Spain, and the remarkable Malabata Shaft, in Morocco. 

The conference started with an opening speech by Mr. 
J. Capel Ferrer, who welcomed the fruitful coopera

tion on the project established between the UN 
Economic and Social Council , the Moroccan and 
Spanish agencies, ITA and the international technical and 
scientific community. He expressed his wish that the 
results of the workshop would really contribute to outline 
the characteristics of an efficient TBM for tunnelling 
flysches. 

Agenera, presentation by SECEG and SNED followed. 
It dealt with the geological and geotechnical aspects 

of the project, as currently known after the positive 
results of numerous studies and prospections carried out 
so far, pending however to be continued by further 
investigations, including deep geological coring at the 
bottom of the Strait. As a matter of fact, a major coring 
campaign actually started by the time when the work
shop was held. 

The three working sessions were respectively introdu
ced by the presentation of a position paper prepared 

and delivered by each one of the three invited modera
tors: Prof. Z.D. Eisenstein, past-president of ITA, dealt 
with the subject Geomechanics of the flysches; Mr.J.R. 
Foster, on "Characterisation of flysch- adapted TBM "; 
and Prof . M. Panet , on " Geo-auscultation from the 
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TBM ". A long, lively and profitable discussion , with outs
tanding interventions by ITA representatives, followed 
each opening presentation. 

U nder the first session, the participants discussed a 
variety of basic geological and geotechnical aspects 

of the flysch formations occurring in the project and their 
relevance with respect to tunnel design and machine 
selection. Crucial topics like the expected convergences 
in the TBM-bored tunnel , the criteria for specifying mini
mum overburden and the expected lining loads were 
specially focused. To summarise, it was pointed out that 
the design and construction of the tunnel are largely 
governed, in the soft flysches, by the clayey Almarchal 
formation and, in the harder flysches, by the possible 
occurrence of hydraulic connections between the tunnel 
and the seabed. 

Afterwards, important aspects of TBM design philoso
phy were discussed with reference to the Gibraltar 

Strait tunnel , both the aspects concerning detailed spe
cification of the capabilities of the machine and those 
concerning typological options and technical details. 
Finally, the possibilities were reviewed of acquiring infor
mation about the behaviour of the flysches from the ser
vice tunnel if previously driven as a reconnaissance 
gallery with the aim of applying this information to the 
construction of the larger main tunnels. 

The invited speakers and experts participating in the 
discussion agreed on a number of basic general fea

tures for the envisaged TBM. More generally, the partici
pants , keeping in mind basic factors such as the 
heterogeneity of the rockmass, the weakness and beha
viour of the flysch, the possibility of occasional occurren
ce of water pressure and the need for high standards of 
safety, fully agreed on the preference of the TBM method 
over any other tunnelling system. An important fact to be 
outlined here is that, during these thorough discussions, 
no major factors were identified which could affect nega
tively the project from a technical point of view. 

The workshop has generally recognised as appropria
tely targeted the ongoing efforts to verify the basic 

geological features currently assumed, which are consi
dered plausible and likely to be found correct, such as, 
basically, the continuity and the overall geotechnical cha
racteristics of the flysch formations across the Strait. The 
workshop supported such investigations as weil as , in 
principle, the idea now anticipated in the current formu
lation of the project of driving previously the undersea 
section of the service gallery as a pilot tunnel in order to 
provide direct, in-situ geo-investigation and constructio
nal experience to be later used in the final design of the 
larger running tunnels. In general , it was really felt that 
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the Gibraltar tunnel project has made recent significant 
progress and that, possibly, it is approaching rapidly a 
stage of fu ll feasibility. 

UN/ ITA Workshop, Rabat, 1999 

The UN/ITA th ird workshop in the series took place on 
April 22-24, 1999 in Rabat, focusing on the subject 

Costing of TBM-built tunnels. This meeting, organised in 
two working sessions, gathered 35 participants and 
received 15 papers by 25 experts from 9 countries. 

The opening session was presided and warmly 
addressed by Mr. EIMehdi Benzekri, Secretary 

General of the Moroccan Ministère de l'Equipement on 
behalf of Mr. Abdelaziz Meziane, Copresident of the 
Strait Crossing Joint Committee. Opening addresses 
were also delivered by MrJ . Capel Ferrer, UN Economic 
Commission for Europe, and Prof. A. Haack, President of 
ITA. 

The first working session, focusing the topic "Cost sur
vey and study cases ," was conducted by Prof. Z. 

Eisenstein, who presented his introductory paper and 
moderated the session. The introductory paper presen
ted the current results from an adhoc inquiry among ITA 
Member Nations featuring costs of long and deep TBM
bored tunnels information on 142 projects from 16 coun
tries was received and provided a selection of tentative 
albeit significant cost-related statistical analyses and 
correlations from a group of 69 eligible projects. It also 
included expressive ranges of variation and characteris
tics usable as a tool for aiding cost estimates. The ses
sion included the presentation of papers on weil known 
projects (ChanneITunnel, Storebealt, Lesotho, Guadiaro, 
Somport, Doukala and others) emphasising cost-related 
aspects including geo -contingencies and others 
hazards. 

The second working session dealt with the subject of 
"Cost modelling and risk analysis tools" . It was 

conducted by ITA past President Prof. S. Pelizza, who 
delivered a position address on the problems involved in 
cost modelling and risk assessment techniques, and on 
the need for such techniques in modern, sound, tunnel 
cost engineering. A number of papers were presented, 
some focusing on general or selected aspects of cost 
modelling, and others dealing with highly comprehensive 
models and tools deterministic or probabilistic now avai
lable at progressive stages of development. 

The closing session , chaired by Prof . A. Haack , 
President of ITA, gave the moderators the opportunity 

of delivering their closing remarks. 
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Prof. Eisenstein emphasised the idea of combin ing 
both database and costmodelling development as 

complementary and not alternative approaches. So, he 
stressed the importance of the ITA recent inquiry and the 
interest of reviewing and extending the survey to so far 
not partici pat ing, tunnel-rich member countries, in an 
attempt to build a more reliable data base on features 
and costs of significant tunnels, which could provide 
much needed statistical back ground as a costing tool 
complementary to specific, conventional or model cos
ting methods, deterministic or not. 

Prof. Pelizza emphasised the need for development of 
model-oriented cost estimating techniques and rela

ted risk analysis, so as to provide reliable costing tools 
commonly acceRtable to the set of players involved in 

"-
large tunnel projects, i.e. the owner, the contractor, the 
operator, the financier and the insurer. In connection with 
the consideration of risks in large tunnel undertakings 
especially in undersea tunnels as the Gibraltar Straits, 
Prof. Pelizza referred to the major role of the pilot gallery 
concept, which may go weil beyond the traditional geo
reconnaissance purpose, if considered from a realistic 
perspective of managing cost and risk. 

Our track record in the delivery 01 tunnel solutions includes: 

Channel Tunnel High Speed Rail Link, United Kingdom 
Bangkok MRTA Subway Stations and Tunnels, Thailand 
New Southern Railway, Gook's River Grossing, Australia 
Hull Urban Wastewater Tunnel, United Kingdom 
Heathrow Transler Baggage System, United Kingdom 
Dublin Port Tunnel. Ireland 

FinallY, after Mr A. Hakimi's greetings on behalf of the 
Moroccan Tunnelling Association (AMTES) and Mr 

Benzekri's farewell address, the workshop was closed 
by Prof. A. Haack who stressed the interest of the semi
nar as a step forward to the tunnel costing approach and 
expressed the ITA best wishes for the continuity of these 
co-operative events with the UN on the Gibraltar Strait 
Crossing project. 

Future cooperative actions 

Within the UN-ITA cooperative frame work as descri
bed above, future actions on technical issues of 

interest for the Gibraltar Strait Crossing, and also for the 
tunnel engineering community in general , are presently 
under study. Two modalities are being considered : the 
organization of new workshops introducing new themes 
or zooming on old ones , and the implementation of 
cooperative working programmes linked as appropriate 
to the ITA system of Working Groups. It is hoped that the 
Executive Council will soon announce new actions in this 
respect. 

Harvey PARKER & Associates 
Or. Harvey Parker is pleased ta announce that he is an 

individual consultant affering consulting services ta Owners, Engi
neers, Designers and Cantractars on underground projects. 

With 40 years of engineering experience on bath sail and rock 
projects, creative services tailared ta yaur needs might include: 

GENERAL PLANNING & DESIGN REVIEW SERVICES 

• Board of consultants • Alignment Selection 
• Risk Silaring • Contracting practices 
• Quality Control • Instrumentation Programs 

SENIOR TECHNICAL DESIGN REVIEW & CONSULTATION 

• Geotecilnical Exploration • Geotechnical Design 
• Tunnel Design • Value Engineering 
• Contracts Documents • Cost Considerations 

CONSTRUCTION CONSULTATION 

• Board of consultants • Disputes Review Board 
• Problem Solving • Value Engineering 
• Claim Consultation • Expert Witness 

Please contact Harvey Parker or Karen Parker at: 
Harvey Parker & Associates, Inc. 
10900 NE 8th Street, Suite 900 

Bellevue, WA 98004 • USA 

Phone: (1) (425) 451 -8516 · Direct Voiceillai l: (1) (425) 450-3232 
Fax: (1) (425) 454-7891 • E-Illail:harveyparker@coillpuserve.coill 



Trendsetting railway lines for 
Switzerlond and Europe 

Gripper TBM, LOtschberg Base 
Tunnel, Section Steg 0 9_43 m 

Earliest possible rock stabilisation 
in the L1 * area 

Modern TBM control panel 

Connecting 
Europe 

With the 34 km long U:itschberg Base Tunnel and the 57 km long Gotthard Base 

Tunnel, the NEAT (Neuen-Eisenbahn-Alpentransversa len - New Alps Transverse 

Railway Lines), Switzerland is being equipped with an excellent rail infrastructure. 

Herrenknecht supplied two hard rock TB Ms (0 9.43 m) for the tunnelling of the 

Lbtschberg Base Tunnel. The machines set new standards in rock tunnelling. The 

single cantilever gripper machines enable comprehens ive mechanical rock 

stabi lisation measures as close as 4.2 m behind the cutting head . Extensive 

improvements in the mechanical procedures allow high tunnelling performance. 

Tunnel construction is opening up the future 

HERRENKNECHT AG 
0-77963 SCHWANAU 
TEL (+49)7824 /3 02 -0 
FAX (+49) 78 24 /34 03 

HERRENKNECHT (SCHWEIZ) AG 
CH-6474 AMSTEG 
TEL (+41)41 -8848080 
FAX (+41)41 -8848089 

HERRENKNECHT FRANCE SARL HERRENKNECHT INTERNATIONAL LTO. 
CHATOU, FRAN KR EI CH SUNDERLAND-GB 
TEL +33 (0) 1 30096030 TEL (+44)191 -5489191 
FAX +33(0)130096035 FAX (+44)191 -5 489292 

HTTP://WWW.H ERR ENKNECHT.DE 



Worldwide/Region Europe: 
MBT International 
Underground Construction Group 
Switzerland 
Pilone +41 -1-438 22 10 
Fax +41-1 -4382246 

Machines/Equipment: 
MEYCO Equipment 
Switzerland 
Phone +41 -52-244 07 00 
Fax +41 -52-24407 07 

www.ugc.mbt.com 

fvlaster Builders 
Technologies 

Region Far East: 
MBT (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. 

Singapore 
Phone +65-860 73 05 

Fax +65-863 09 51 

Region Americas/Latin Americas: 
Master Builders, Inc. 

Shotcrete & Underground Systems 
USA 

Phone + 1-216-831 55 00 
Fax +1-216-8316933 

Building Tomorrow Together 
$HW-MBT 
CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS 
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